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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
BUREAU OF EDUCATION,

Washington,Aanijary 7, 1922.1
SIR: One of the most striking features of highers'educrOfor in recent years

has been the great increase it the number of students attending the colleges and
universities. Where the higher institutions have reached a student enrollment
of several thousands, the questidn has been raised seriously as to whether such
institutions should not devote themselves primarily to courses in the latter
two. years of college and-to graduate and professional work. At the same time
the students and educational facilities in our large secondary schools. have in-
creased so greatly as to make it possible, with some additions in faculty, build-
ings, and equipment, to.do the first two years of college work. There are many
educators whO contend that from a pedagogical point of view such an extension
of the secondary schoolsAls 125ural and Justifiable. Certain it is that a con-
siderable number of privately supported olieges with inadequate means to sup-
port four years of college work have voluntarily dropped the second two years
of the college curricula, and are confining themselves to a six-year program com-
posed of the four years of.high school and the first two years of college.

In view of the increasing discussion of the Junior college and its implications
in the 'possible reorganization of secondary and higher education, the former
Commissioner of Education called the first conference of representatives from
junior colleges at St. Louis, Mo., June030 and July 1, 192p. Dr. George F.
Zook, the bureau's specialist in higher education, was in charge of the conference,
and has edited the proceedings, which, together with certain papers from the
first annual meeting of the Junior College Association formed at.St. Louis, I
recommend for publication as a bulletin of the Bureau of Education.

Respectfully submitted.

The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

a

Jivo. J. THIERT,
Commissioner.

ti



Part I.

PROCEEDIIiGS OF THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF
JUNIOR COLLEGES, ST. LORS,110., JUNE 30 AND
JULY 1, 1920.

George F. Zook, specialist in higher education, Bureau of Education, Wash-
ington, D. 6., called the meeting to order, andjuade the following introductory
statement :

It is a matter of common knowledge that during the last 20 years there have
lava formed a large number of national educational associations, and even a
larger number of seetjonal and State educutional associations at which ques-
tions affecting the future welfare of our system of educatitin have been freely
discussed. Among the questions which have received no little consideration in
recent years is that of the fnuction and future of the junior colleges. The ,
junior colleges have been commanding this attention because they have been
growing tremendously. Up to this time, however, there has been no gathering
of representatives from the junior colleges themselves at which the place and
function of the junior colleges in our system of education has been discussed.
Indeed, the junior colleges are practically the only large body of. people Con-
cerned with a definite type of education which so far have not held any national
conferences. It therefore, occurred to the Commissioner of Education and to
me that it Nvguld 1t highly, desirable for the Bureau of Eauvuon to call a
meeting of representatives from the Junior colleges of the country for a full
and frank discussion of their mutual interests and problems. This, in ilrief, is
the occasion for this conference.

A conference of this kind seems to me to he very desirable just at this time
on account of the significant t anges that are taking place throughout thr whole
'field of higher education. I ha :F. rereot'y made an investigation which shows
that during the 10-year period from 1905-6 to 1915-16 there was an it reared
attendance at colleges and universities of all kinds in the Vetted States of about

pereent, which I think you will agree is very high indeed. If one subtracts
the minder of persons who were in the preparatory departments of the smaller
colleges, the increase is even larger. Recently the bureau has compiled com-
plete tigpres for the year 1917-18, which, as you knot', was a war year. Even
under those circumstances. atwever, there was only a slight falling off in at-
tendance at colleges and universities as compared to the )4gures for 1915-16.
Unfortunately, the.bureau does not pOssess complete statistics for the year
annieliately preceding the Nvarthat is, 1916-17. Several months ago, how-
ever, the bureau circulated among the colleges and universities a special ques-
tionnaire requesting the attendance figures fore the years-146-17 and 1919-20,
respectively. WA have from more thonone-half the higher instillations of the
country reports which show that during these three* years there is an average
increased attendance of 25 per centin three 'years alone; and what was
especially interesting is the fact that the smaller colleges increased at OR

1
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fastest rate. Iustitations with an attendance like the junior colleges, say with,
an attendance of 250 or less, have increased 313iper cent. The largest uni-
versities have increased at the next largest rate, 2t4 per cent.. The smallest
crease in college attendance in the last three years was in institutions which
had in 191047 an attendance of 500 to 1;000, namely, 14.5 per cent. Now, the
reason- I mention these figures at this time is that it seems to me we have ar-
rived at a period when a great deal of that olil rivalry which used to exist among
institutions of higher learning is a thing,of the past. Nearly every college,has
as many students as it stn care for adequately. Indeed, a number of higher
institutions have more than they know what to do with. The country probably
had at one thne a surplus of colleges atii universities, l"it'to my mind the time
has come Mim we can say truthfully that the country has a real *need.
fur every kind of histituthoi of learning in existence. For that reason all
persons having the educational in4erests of the country at heart are becoming
more willing and ready to concede an ilNsortant place to all types of educational
institutions. No Institution of learning Is more important for the development
of young asuihood and of intellectual-leadership in the solution of our complex
economic problems.thamthe good four-year college. We need all of the product
they can possibly turn out. On the otht-r hand, other institutions are also
demonstrating their usefulness to the community and the Nation, and it is
becoThing increasingly apparent that universities and colleges fine are begin-
ning to regard the junior college as an institution of great raztsible usefulness
in the field of higher education.

As you know, the junior" college movement' in Missouri has attained as
great a growth as in any other State in the Union,' if not greater. and from It
have come a number of persons who have become lenders in the junior college
movement in Missouri. The Commissioner of Education has invited one of
these then to be the presiding official of this gathering. I. am, therefore, very
glad at this time to introduce President James M. Wood. of Stephens junior
College, Columbia, Mo., who will act [1i-chairman of the conference. President
Wood will also present the first paper on the program.

THE FUNCTION OF. THE JUNIOR COLLEGE.
By JAMES Wool); President of til6phemt Junior College, Columbia, Mo.

The secondary school has been an historical development. It grew out of
the colleges and universities above llther than the elementary schools below.
As the,secondary sehool grew down toward the elementary school, educational
leaders found that there-was a great waste of energy somewhere along the
line. and as a result of their studies there came into existence the adminis-
trative unit called the junior high Belida adapting the curriculum to the
age of early adolescent development. The same need was found to exist at
the upper end of the course, the high schools having failed to cover a period
of two years of secondary education. To meet this condition there has been
an increasing demand for an upward extension of the curriculum to cover
these two years of preprofeasional work and the junior college is the product
of this demand.

The junior eollege and the junior high . school are the two .vital adminis-
trative units in our educational machinery because the secondary school and

Alm college proper are both committed to certain definite traditibnal kinds of
work. Neither the junior high school nor the junior college has yet devehiped
any definite set of traditions: and .consequently_ each is free to develop along
the lines that the judgment of the respective constituencies believes right
and proper.
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I believe that the elementary school should be completed int. six years and
should be followed by a four-year secondary. course covering the period of
earlier adolescence and then by a four-year junior college course, or whatever
you please to term It. A great many of our standard systems of schools haves
without any reorganization of the'ir curricula, .efiminated one year-of the
elementary course: and surely, with a reorganization"Of the curriculum, It

'could easily do the work iathin a peitomlof six'years.
By pursuing Such a policy the stronger systems of schools 'would be able

to maintni not only six years elementary and a four-year secondary, but alutilor college as well. It would mean an intensifying of seeondary wort( as
well as the establishing of junior colleges within the reach of hundreda of
boys and girls who can got no college tsluention sit this time because they do
.11ot complete the high-school work until 18 yearn mind veto, for financiall and
other reasons, are unable to do av college work at all. If the period for
beginning collegiate Instruction could be made 16 years instead of 18, you would
double the number of boys and girls available for colfhe work and probably
treble the number actually doing college work on the basis of the report of the
United States Commissioner of Education that there are 25omoo boys tonal girls
graduated At the age of 18 white at the age of 16 there would be 500,000 ready
to enter collige.

The junior college is an expression of the growing discontent that is felt
among educational leaders Vth the present adadnistrative and curriculum
organi ation .in American education. Its" ertnanenee will be determined lothe vt ue of its contributions to educational theory and Practice. The, real
funct on of the junior college can then best be determined by an analysis of
kome present-day educational problems toward the solution of which thia nowInst ution may reatk ,ibly be expectedito make a contribution,

these is the tendency to establish curricula f4r faculty rather than
for student n tendency which has been quite marked in recent Tenn*. Becausefa ultiea prefer tit teach the " higher !mulches" and the " brighter, students"
a .ondary schools aspire to become colleges, and colleges, universities. This

tuation is especially milIngerous to the American college. Bound by pride
nd tradition, IC is being gradually pushed over Into the litofetomional field of the
niverSity. Here scores of the smaller colleges are being slowly Ina surely

strangled to death bemuse of their inability to compete with the stronger
stitutions either in faculty or eqpipmetU. 'The junior college-can help solve the
problem for the small college by reeognhingtihe situation that confronts it and
by standifig frankly in the preprofessionul field and by udapting the currieulum
to the needs of the student.

Another problem faciug the college is that of the content of the pirrieultim.
The college curriemilum of to-day is an historical entity. It has steadfastly
refused to recognize the force of either eVtdiN011 or revolution. This situation
is rendered the- more- Iliflicult because of the traditionni inheritance of thecollege. s As civilization advances. or rather as it falls ihmore and timbre into tieconventional mold, educational institutions tend tQ betsone very largely family
legacies. Every son of Dartmouth wills to her not only his own sons, but even
his 'grandson:4 .ad lofinitum. As a part of her legacy Vassar will reeelVe
daughters and granddaughters to the nth generation. These Institutional family
traditions, unmodified materially by outside influences, tend toward an .osalticti-don in curriculum as well as In teaching method.

Since the junior college is In its infancy, it is fortunately free from theeetraditions that are retarding thb adjusitment of secondary and collegiate cur-ricula to time demands of a social organization that haft' been completely- revolt'-

ti
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tionized within a decade. By submitting this historical curriculum to a careful
psychological and functianal analysis and by demanding thalt every element in
the new curriculum shall justify its presence because of a definite contribution
that it can make to human welfare, the junior college wiN not only have aci
compliihed a truly revolutionary feat, but incidentally- itewill have increased
the number of students attending college by at least 100 per cent.

The legitimate field of the college is the period of later adolescence.. From
the ages of 16 to 20, the period of the great life decisiops, boys and girls need
closer personal contact with faculty members than is possible in the large
universities. The college is at present occupying this field only partially because,
of the tradition that a student should enter school at the age of 6, and continue
for 8, years in the elementary schools, 4 years in the secondary schools, and.
have reached the age of 18 before he can expect to enter college. By developing
a four-year curriculum adapted to the interests and needs df later adolescence,
the junior College will have become the pioneer college of the future. The task
is a difficult one but very much worth while. Nor is its solution impossible.
There is no great objection to granting the baccalaureate degree at the age of
20 provided it can be done without the lois of dignity on the part of the institu.
tion. Fortunately, the junior college has no dignity to lose; it may, Therefore,
with propriety assist the lower secondary schools in . their efforts to save two
years of a student's life. It may still assert that the human element is of more
consequence than institutional pride.

The junior college will have failed to function completely unless in its cur-
riculum construction it recognizes the fact that atpresent there is no college
for women. The so-called college for women, in addition to being the most
Teactionary element in American education, is but a replied of the nineteenth
century' college for men whose curriculum was built a century before any
theory of evolution had ever been formulated. This institution has reached
its zenith unless its leaders awake to the fact that the question of the mental
equality of the sexes has become purely academic ; and unless they cease deny-
ing the existence of certain mental difference's that are self-evident. The twen-
tieth century has discovered woman, and the social, economic, political, and
religious demands that will be made upon her will be predicated upon these
very. differences. The junior college will render a valuable service by ascertain.
ing the causes of these fundamental differences by applying this knowledge
intelligently to the development of a curriculum designed especially to meet
the dominant interests of woman .herself.

While these problems of the curriculum are of primary importance, the Junior
college can and should demonstrate the feasibility of certain reforms in educa-
tional administration. The present tendency is to draw the outstanding teacher
from the classroom into research and then into administration. It is a fallacy
to place a financial premium upon an administrative position. A classroom
teacher of proven ability is worth as much to an educational institution as a
restarch man or an admintstrator (even though he be called president) and he
should have..just as adequate financial remuneration. 'When this policy is pur-
sued, we shall have more strong teachers and a smaller number-of poor adminis-
trator& While it is yet in the formative period, the junior college may in-
augurate a much-needed reform by providing an adequate compensation for its
outstanding teachers and research men as it. does for its president.

The college is continually in financial straits because it is dperating under
the administrative fallacy that a mendicant institution is a poor boys' school.
The students who attend college are able-bodied individuals, capable, either
now or after becoming actual producers, of bearing their share of the actual
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operating expenses of the college during the time that they are in attendance.
The college is morally obligated not to sell itself for profit ; it is equally obligated
morally not to ask one patron to pay the just debts of another. Endowments
without drastic internal reorganizations will never solve the problem of deficit,
much less of adequate faculty salaries. The lack of definite traditions again
favors the private junior college. Its experiments in this field should lead tovaluable results.

. .

This discussion has purposely projected the function of the junior college
into the future tense. The institution can tiot be defined because a definition is
but an accumulation of the traditions4that cluster about an object. The Junior
college has no traditions. It has merely a field for labor. A few of its prob-
lems are mentioned above. From these the. junior college itself will evolve..

President \\*INFIELD. Do you mean to say you would grant the A. B. degreeat the conclusion of a four-year secondary school and two years of college work?
President WoOn. Yes, my proposal is to grant the A. B. degree at the age of20 instead of 22 years.
PRESIDENT SERENA. It does not seem to me that the junior college should

cheapen the A. B. degree. I think that our aim should be to .enhance rather
than depreciate the content and value of the A. B. degree and I believe thatlowering the age from 22 to 20 years would do that. The junior college has avery positive identity in my mind. It. represents It units' to enter and 60semester hours to graduate from it. I regret that we-have fallen into a habitof even granting a degree. I do not believe that we shoed attempt to establishany more degrees, but that we should encourage our young people OA on to asenior college with the feeling that they hare had something worth while. Ifwe want to drop down to two year of preparatory work let us cull- it by its
name, but do not let us call it college tvork.

I hope we shall discuss the problems that are confronting us, as, foNstimple,
how to select our courses built on the four-year high school course. Are wegoing to do two years of high school work and two years of college work? Iam very strongly of the opinion that the junior college should do just two yearsof work and do that two years well, and not attempt to give any kind ofdegree. We would naturally enlarge ourcurriculum, but I want to dissentfrom the opinion of the speaker that we are here to Make B. A.'s by any shortcuts. At the institution which I represeht we require 60 hours of work. What
shall those 60 hours be? That is what we are concerned about. How richshall they he? How much better are we going to teach the freshman and opho7
more than the ordinary colleges? That IS my problem.

President Woon. I do not wish to cheapen the degree but to make it possible
for additional hundreds and thousands of hogs and girls to get. an A. B, fullyequal to that granted at the present time. if it is possible to do so. I believethe larger the number of Such, graduates we have in a country like ours, thebetter off we are as a nation. My yuggestion is not for an arbitrary change inthe standard of efficiency. but rather for a more efficient secondary curriculum
and for better methods of teaching.

President NOFFSINOER. To my mind the most important question before us isthe function of the junior, college. Is its function to prepare boys and girlsfor life orto prepare them for the junior year in the A. B. college? I want toknow whether I jnust build .courses in the, junior college for the 1)0 per cent orsay 75 per cent who are going no further, or for the 25 per cent who are going
on to the junior year of the standard four-year college. Shall we take .care
particularly of those who are gOing out int6 life or those who are going on intocollege?
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I do not think that the junior college should confer an A. B. degree. but I see
no harm in grfinting to graduates an A. A. (associate in arts) title. The girl
who graduates from a high school gets a diploma, and if she does igvo years
of college work she is entitled to something that will mark her as having more
than a high-school diploma.

ADVANTAGES OF THE JUNIOR COLLEGE.

By JOAN W. MILLION, President of Hardin College, Mexico, Mo.

In discussing the advantages of the junior college I wish to point Out first
the impregnability' of its position-- .

1. As.relatedto the university. Duriug the past 25 years the graduate de-
partmentrof the State universitiestave .grown very rapidly! Non-State uni-
versities iti ee received dijiling the past 25 years funds unequaled in amount In
history. S e of these institutiols professedly lay especial stress and em-
phasis upon the graduate school or department. The funds received have been
ample to hold these institutions on a par, at least niany of 'them, with the
State institutions supplied lavishly by State appropriations: Out of these
graduate departments have cdtu6 trained men and women who have made dis-
tinctive contributions to the life of the Nation. This type of work is so in-
teresting and the product is so beneficial as to result in a partial transfer of
emphasis from the realm of the A. B. degree to the realm of the Ph. D. degree.

In these larger institutions, therefore, the graduate,departments are rela-
tively receiving more and more attention. It seeds that this is evidence of a
deliberate purpose on the part of the large universities to render to the Nation
through the graduate department that scientific information which means
genuine progress' in the life of the Nation. -

If this conclusion is correct, the. large universities will inevitably grow
away from the undergraduate field. They will spend their energies in de-
veloping out of grown men and women original investigators who are capable_
of go!ng into the varied fields of intellectual activity and bringing forth new
contributions. These institutioas will purposely Om over to other agencies
the work of the four-year college. And yet because so many of the four-year
Colleges (non-State schools) are so limited in financial resources and because
some State universities are not yet so situated as to be able to devote the
major part of their energies to their graduate departments, many State univer-
sities are experiencing to-day a heavy and burdensome increase in the enroll-

,ment of undergraduate department.
2. As related VI the four-year college. We have discerned a tendency of the

university to become a graduate school. What is the tendency in the four-
year colleges as to matriculations in the freshman year and graduations in
the senior year? And what is the relation of the output to the growth in the
endowment fund as time goes on? A study of 15 privately supported colleges'
covering five-year periods, beginning with 1895, to and including 1920, shows
that several of them are not having an increase in the percentage of graduates
comparable to the ncrease in the number of freshmen. A trifle more than
one-half of them sh w an actual reative decline.

However, the larger and mere substantially equipped institutions; that is,
those having endowment funds varying between $1,000,000 and $3,000,000

1 The study included Carleton College, Coe College, the College of Emporia, Franklin
College, Hamline University, Illinois Woman's College, Marietta Colleger James Millikin
University, Mount Union College, Nebraska Wesleyan University, Oberlin College, Ohio
*esieyan Vniversity, Smith College, Westminster College, and the College of Wooster..
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Carleton, Cue, Millikin, Oberlin, Smith, and Woosterdemonstrate that the
percentage of the senior class compared with the freshman of five years earlier
can be held the same or cap be made to show an increase. The increase, low-
ever. does not bear any relation to the increase in the endowment fund. The
study demonstrates beyond. the shadow of a doubt that the four-year college
must have an enormous increase in endowment funds in order to keep thesenior 'class as compared with'the freshman up to the percentage of former
years

A casual comparison of the enrollments in the four-year colleges with those
of the undergraduate departments of. the larger universities reveals the factthat the increase in the larger universities is much more rapid. What is theexplanatio'n? Studeniii to-day wish to begin specializ,ing prior to the com-pletion of the A. B. degree. As such is the case, they must study in those in-stitutions in which they can begin specialization. In answer to this demand the
universities offer in The Junior and 'senior years of the undergraduate depart-*.
ment the opportunity for specializationat least a beginning of that differentia-
don of courses which two years later takes final form in preparation for the
different professions choien for life. The chief lines for specialization in whichthe four-year college can not give complete training are: 4(1) Engineering,
sev eral types; (2) science combinations, several types; (3) law; (4) medicine;(5) Journalism ; (0) education ; and (7) commerce.

T11 traditional four-year college without- a large endowment fund (31,000.000or more) provides the ancient arts and scieuces course with pra&lcally novariations. By comparing the enrollments in 'the different departments ofuniversities and small colleges it would 'eem that about four students out offive wish to begin specializing on a selected course before completing the A. B.degree. These four do not therefore wish to go through to the end of the artsand sciences course in the small four-year college. If they have enrolled inthe small college, many of them change at the beginning of the Junior year tothe professional schools and large universities or to the well-equipped technicalschool. Herein is found the explanation of the decline in the number of tour.year colleges the past three to five decades in our history.
The process of 'development is still going on The enormous enrollment atthe large universities would indicate that a large number of students. realizingthat they -can not secure at the four-year college what they want in preparationfor specialization in the junior and senior tears, decide not to matriculate in thefreshman- year, and therefore go erectly to the freshman year of the' largeuniversities.
It seems, therefore, that this process of development tends to eliminate thefour-year college unless it can secure a very large endowment fund. In somecases where the institution can not secure the large endowment fund it findsthat the greater part of its effort is spent upon the first two years of thecourse, the junior and senior years increasing practically not at all. In thisway many of the four-year colleges are crowded into the domain of the juniorcollege whether they like it or not.
3. As related to the high school. The development of the high school con-.stitutes a very striking feature of American education during the past 25 years.The output of the high schools has created a new problem. What insti-tutions will care for this output? Unless there is some new provision inaddition to the four-year college and the universities, many high-school gradu-ates can not go to school. We have seen that the four-year colleges are notgraduating numbers in proportion to freshmen matriculations. The only ex-captions to this rule are those which are securing heavy endowments. We
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have observed that the university as an institution tends to minimize the
undergraduate department (the four-year college ,department) and to mag-
nify the graduate depitrtment. Furthermore. if the university is fully organ-
ized in italligaraduate department and looks favorably upon the high-school
product, it finds the numbers are too great. A sort of cry of distress has come
up from the universities because of the enormous matriculations in the fresh-
man year. It was more than 10 years ago that President James, of the Uni-
versity of Illinois, gave evidence of unusual foresight in the discussion of this
feature in his inaugural address: :

There comes a time in the growth of attendance at any institution wtien
it .reaches its maximum efficiency. I have no doubt my self that in another
10 years there will be 10,000 students in the State of Illinois who will want
the kind of work and the grade of work offered in the freshman and sophomore
years of the University of Illinois. Now, it is to my Mind oerfectly apparent
that it would he undesirable to have 10.000 freshmen ;Ind sophomores in the
State University at Urbana. It would be far better to have them scattered
over the State at 50 other Institutions, provided we can gtt these institutions
to take care of them properly and thep send those of them who may desire the
more advanced work up to the university.

The institution (the university) must be lopped of at the bottom add
expand at the top in order to become that true university of the Statsokilick.
will render the largest service to-the people. . . . I look upon the university
as an instittition for the training of then and women, not of boys and girls.
The latter, I think, is distinctly the work of the high school and the college,
and the sooner it can he relegated to thsni the better or thelAung People
themselves; for- the schools and colleges, for the universities and for the
community. .

Structurally we rind a place being cut for a type of institution which will
tit in above the high school and perhaps even include the upper part of the four-
year high school and yet stop shbit of the full four years of the traditional
college course. Our investigation thus far seems to justify the following sum-
mary:

1. The universities are becoming graduate schools. While the enrollments
at the universities show a very midi greater increase in the undergraduate
departments than is shown in the four-year Colleges, the pereesitage of increase
in -the graduate departments is far greater than in the undergraduate. Uni-
versity authorities,in some instances have openly sanctioned, and in Missouri:
in particular, have fostered the development of the junior college in order to
bring relief to the freshman and sophomore veers of the university. President
James, acting the role of the prophet, looks forward to the elimination of the
freshman and sophomore years from.the larger universities.

2. The four-year college is not maintaining control of the four-year curriculum
as in former times. Only those able to secure endowment funds reaching into
the millions are holdihg their own. The demand for specialization at the begin-
ning of the junior year depletes the student enrollment in the junior and senior -0
years of the four-year colleges.

8. The high schools of our country are turning out such vast numbers that
the universities and four-year colleges are not able to handle them.

Some persons Ofine the junior college as an institution which covers the
first two years of the traditional four-year college course. The *Woes pref-
erence is an institution which covers four yearsthe upper two of the high
school course and the first two of the standard college course. At the same time
each institution ought to accommodate itself to its locality. In Missouri we
have few 'consolidated country high schools. We have many high schools in
small towns giving two years of work or threelrears of work. The products of
these schools can- he accommodated by thejunior college.
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The freshmen and sophomore years of the standard-college course are -In.subject matter much more of a continuation of the high school than a beginningof thee specialized courses of the junidU and senior years of the standard collegecourse, although it should be said that this development has not yet fully' takenplace in all schools. The varied' professional courses of the graduate school areforeshadowed in the junior and senior years of the41. B. realm.
A system of class instruction, including questions and answers between theinstructor and the student, is recogni90 as the most efficient method for the

freshman aril sophomore years. The mind of the student on the road to gen-eralization but vot fully arrived -needs the printed page and the specificassignment. Extens)ve work in the library and the lecture method at the
teacher's desk belong to the junior and senior years.

The smallness of the classes admitting of close, tiersonal contact between theteacher and student. a-type of persInd contact which does not and cannot exist
in a university numbering thousands, can not be overestimated in value to thestudent in the early stages of intellectual growth. The large university or
four-year college, numbering from 1,000 to 2.000, can only. say, at the end of ,the
first semester in the freshman year, to the student who does not pass, " Your
recorid is such tlyit'you can not remain with us." It is reported that universi:
ties 'sometimes, dismiss as many as 10 per cent of the freshmen clas.4. It ISnot unreasonable to suppose that many of this number could have been saved toan intellectual life by the small school through the virtue of personal contact
between teacher and student.

The junior college, to be the most successful institution possible. must b aninstitution of limited numbers.- It must count its students by the hundreds andnot by the thousands.
The junior college occupies a really coveted position -provided the administra-

tion in charge properly recognizes its obligations,. The junior college.deals with
the later adolescent period. Boys and girls of 4his age need a certain amountof sympathetic supervision. Ethical and moral ideals can find here fertilesoil. A school in charge of students at this point must recognize perhaps morefully than schools of the latter period that the sole problem of education is notthe development of the intellect. A ;tense of fair play, of justice, of clean life
must be instilled somewhere in the educational process. Here is the bpportunity,

DENOMINATIONAL EDUCATION AND THE TUMOR COLLEGE
MOVEMENT.

By 0. P. WINFIELD, President of Wesley College, Greenville, Tex.-. N,
In the development of both State and church-owned colleges and universities

there is a very clear evidence that we have .reached the period when there Is
a wide demand for the junior college. More than a quarter of a century agoPresident William It. Harper began to advocate vigorously that the first andsecond years of college work should lakgnisiderisl as secondary education antithat the line of demarkation and that Iffe method of presentation of the workof these two years should be denrly drawn at the end of the sophomore year.When he became the first president of the University of I %town, Which opened.its doers on October 1, 1892, the freshman and sophomore Work was nut intoa distinct division of its own, and called the " academic college," and thesecond division, or work of the. junior and senior years. was designated as the" university college:" Four years later, in 1890, the divisions were designatedas junior college and senior college, respectively. This plan of orgrinixation is

still used tpere.- The student entering the university Is regarded as a high
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school pupil, still pursuing high-school subjects. Genuine university work does
not begin until the end of the sophomore year.

Under President Hatper's plan and leadership, a number of small colleges
soon became affiliated with the university and some colleges passing as four
year institutions were induced to reduce their course of .study to two years.
They were then able to concentrate all their means and effort on two years'
work, and students doing this amount of work were admitted as juniors, in the
University of Chicago. Dr. Harper apparently coined the term "junior college"
as applying to those institutions doing two years of college work. By 190Q
several smaller colleges, which were not equipped to do four years, had dropped
the last two years; ceased to confer the baccalaureate degree; and were fully
affiliated with the university, their students being admitted to the junior class.
These small colleges had preparatory departments, thus making the courses of
study six years in length. Within the few brief years that this great educa-
tional statesman and reformer was permitted to live, after beginning such an
educational program, he saw abundant fruits of his labors.

Apparently the next large university to take special interest in the develop.
ment of the church/owned junior college was the Slate of Missouri, which
affiliated six churcli schools in that State as junior colleges. This movement
began in'1913.

The Virginia Assoeiation of Colleges and Secondary Schools for Girls in-
augurated a similar movement ins, and some schools were classified in'
1914. .In the same year the college section of the State Teachers' Association
of 'Texas appointed a committee to set standards for colleges and junior col-
leges and report on institutions of the State that measured iep to the standards
det. In 1916, this committee reported 10 church schools meeting the require-
ments set for A-grade junior colleges. Two others were of B-grade and one
of C-grade. There are at present 15 church-owned junior colleges rated by
the department of education as first-class,,,which gives them the privilege of
certificating teachers.

As early as 1916 there were 10 States that gave oitic:al standing to junior
colleges. There are now at least 19 such States.

There has been during the recent years a gradual adjustment of the boards
of education of ;serious denominations to the junior college movement, but it
has been quite difficult to secure an authoritative statement as to the pres*ent
status of the junior colleges of different denominations.

The board of education of the Disciples of Christ recognizes five schools as
standard junior colleges. Two others will be recognized soon. Three other
colleges of that denomination have been requested to reduce from four-year
colleges to junior colleges.

As early as 1912 the Southern Baptist Convention mentioned the junior
college as.deserving consideration at the hands. of the hoard of educatiOn. As
the Baptist schools have not been definitely grouped. It has been impossible
to secure an exact statement of the number of junior colleges in that
denomination.

In 1912 the secretary of the board of education of the Methodist Episcopal
Church South gave a list of schools that designated themselves as junior
colleges. In the city of Oklahoma, in May, 1914, the General Conference of the
Methodist, Episcopal Church South gave legal status to the junior colleges in
that denomination, and during that year the commission on education defined
the junior college and the hoard of education gave a list of 9 schools which
met the requirements for classification as junior colleges. That number has
increased to 25 at present.
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The Presbyterian Church officially recognized the junior college as early

as 1910. The Southern Presbyterian.eThurch now has 9 schools classified as
junior colleges, and 3 seeking'to meet the requirements.

In recent educational drives the following facts are gathered concerning
junior colleges in some of the denominations:

The 'Northern Baptist Convention has admitted 7 junior colleges to par-
ticipate in their hundred million campaign. These 7 junior colleges are to
receive a total of $3.132,000, the amounts to each institution ranging from
$100.000 to $1,125,000. The Southern Presbyterian Church has 12 juniorcolleges in their new-er movement with a total asking of $1,320,000, in
amounts ranging from $1a 2.500 to 1350.000. The Disciples of Christ have in
their forward movement campaign ( junior colleges for a total of $695,000, the
amount to each institution ranging from $35,000 to $140,000. The Northern
Presbyterian Church and the Northern Methodist Church do not welt to be
giving much attention to the junior college.

The Case Book of the Southern Baptist $75,000,000 campaign does not
separate junior colleges from four-year colleges, but all of their junior colleges
are participating in the proceeds of the campaign, those in, Texas receiving
about $100,000 each..

The educational survey of the Methodist Episcopal Church- South lists '25junior colleges. These 25 colleges have been admitted into the church-wide
campaign for $210,000 each, or a _total of $5.250.000 of the $33,000,000 cam-paign now on for the 88 schools, colleges, and universities owned.

It will he seen from these ,incompfete facts that the church-owned junior.,
college IR receiving serious attention at the hands of the various denominations.
It is generally conceded that well-equipped buildings, including dormitory facili-
ties for 200 'and a $100,000 endowment, will make a, junior college at the
present time self-sustaining, necessitating the charge of only about $100
tuition fee. Thus it is seen that the various churches are recognizing that thejunior college is economically sound.

at"Three-fourths of the income of the four-year college from tuition is fromthat paid in by freshmen and sophomores and three-fourths of the expense forinstruction is upon the last two years. Thus it stands to reason that the insti-
tution that lops off the:two most expensive years and retains the two fromwhich the largvst income is realized is both economical and safe.

The junior college is psychologically or educationally sound, because it meets
the demands of the growing student. The average age at which boys and girlsin this country graduate from the four-year high school is 18. Psychologistsseem to he pretty well agreed that the emotional period of adolescence reachesfrom about 16 to 20. The high- school course is therefore° finished right in themidst of this emotional period and there is no natural reason for transplanting
the student into a totally new and different environment, such as the uiversityoffers. If he Is permitted to continue his first two years of college work, re-maining in his OW11 home, or in a small dormitory, in a private junior college,there is no abrupt change unsult(41 to his normal development.

It is admitted by all that there is a distinct change which takes place some-where in the early twenties. The unitersq recognizes this fact by allowing thestudent to elect his courses during the last two years of the academic work, oradmitting him to the special departments, such as medicine, engineering, etc.,after he has finished two years of college work. The State recognizes thechange by giving the right of suffrage. The intellectual forces seem to beinstalled about this, period, and the life Is directed more by reason, whereaspreviously the individual has acted upon impulse.
104375-22-2

-.J
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The large per cent of failures of freshmen in the large universities argues that
they are not sufficiently mature to apply themselves without strict supervision
and is proving to be a source of tremendous loss to the educational life of the
young people. This at last weakens the entire national fabric. This waste can
largely be stopped as junior colleges, both State and privately owned, increase.

That the junior college is beginning to enter into the heritage of the older
church college is shown by the fact that in at least two State universities, where
the 'fact has been observed., the average grade of the last two years of work
in the academic department of students coming from junior colleges is more
than 1 per cent higher than those from other groilps and nearly 2 per cent
higher than the students who did their first two years of college work in those
universities. In the University of Texas this year the small junior college
with which I am connected, Wegley College, Greenville, Tex., has 4 students in
the academic department, where 3.0(10 students were Arolled. Of the 10 per
cent, or 300, nuiliing the highest grade, by subdividing into 10 groups it was
found that out of 30, two of the 1 per cent highest graders, one of the four
Wesley College students is found. Of the 46 students making the second per
cent of highest grades another of the four is found.

Having had experience in the student activities in the junior college, the
graduates from such institutions take high rank in the leadership of all the
activities of the universities to which they go. Add to the foregoing facts the
meaningful fact that 85 per cent of the missionaries and preachers go from
the small church college and one can see how tremendously the church junior
college is to influence our own national life and 'effect the ideals of world
citizenship.

I believe, therefore, that the church-owned junior college fills a genuine need,
is economically, educationally, and patr °Heftily sound, and will endure.

After discussion the question o a permnnent organization of junior colleges
was put to a vote and carried.
. Chairman Wood later appointed the following persons as members of the
committee on permanent organization : it. R. Thompson, G. F. Winfield, L. W.
Smith, H. G. Noffsinger, Martha McKenzie Reid.

EVENING SESSION, JUNE 30.

MILITARY SCHOOLS AS JUNIOR COLLEGES.

By Faso K. FLEAGLE, Dean of Marion Institute, Marion, Ala.

The junior college movement is one of the forms that is being taken to meet
a changing educational situation, and this meeting marks the beginning of
what should be a strong and permanent organization for the discussion of the
special problems that are found in this field of educational work. But while
the junior college movement is growing and will doubtless solve many of the
problems that have heretofore existed among educators, I am convinced that
it. will not reach the highest possible point of efficiency if a poIrcy.of imitation
of our older and larger educational institutions is insisted-on. It seems to me
that we must break away and reorganize our special field, haying in view the
specialized condition under which' we shall work.

The Irst two years of college life is the period of greatest academic mor-
tality, hue to many reasons. For practically the same reasons it is the period
when the student forms habits that will stay by him through life, whether these
habits be good or bad. For .these reasons a continuance of the impersonal,
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formal relations that have existed between the student body and the faculty in
the colleges and universities, and which lithe grown up, due to the large mass of
students that had to be handled by a limited number of instructors, would
handicap" if not thwart, the successful outcome of the junior college movement.
I have been connected in some degree with junior college work since my gradua-tion from college, and have observed it under varying conditions. It is mypurpose, in this paper, to show that there are dangers in the movement unless
it is carefully studied and as carefully handled, and to attempt to show thatthe most satisfactory means of 'plying many of the problems that are present
is through a sane military organization.

Colleges and universities have failed to meet the situationiiitregard to theproper training of students during the first two years of their college course.This has been due partly to the enormous increase in the student body. withouta corresponding increase in financial resources and faculty on the part of the
college; but it has been chiefly due to the fact that the colleges have failed tokeep pace with changing conditions in the outside world. and that they lire try-ing to work to-day, as they did years ago, when the qualifications of their stu-dents' were quite different from what they are to -day. When I say this, I referto the departments of the colleges which have direct charge of the mental, moral,and physical development of the student body. Colleges to-day place the bulkof the emphasis on classroom instruction, notwithstanding the fact that not morethan 10 per cent of the student's time is spent in the classroom. The remaining90 per cent of his time is practically uncared for, so far as college authorities
are concerned. And this in the face of frequent statements by college twofer..
sore that the greatest benefit that a man will carry away from college is that
which he will obtain in his hours outside the classroom.

The average boy, who gradukte. from the high school at the age of 16 or 17is too young to be thrown on his own responsibility, away from home, influencesfor the first time, in a college town, with no restrictions on his hours of going tobed, of rising, and of studying; and too often with an insufficient check uponhis, class attendance. Under such conditions there is every incentive for theboy who is easily influenced to slight his class work. He is fortunate if slackhabits of study are the worst effects of his system. Mistakes at this time oflife are serious. Habits forthed are apt to provide lasting, and no efforts shouldbe spared that may avoid the formation of bad habits. Present-day collegetown conditions, with Crowded dormitories and boarding houses. with movingpicttre and vaudeville attractions on every band, oer too many inducements to
lira - the average boy away from serious work.

The junior college which is organized as a military school offers many advan-
tages over the first two years of the regular college or university. In the firstplace, the classes have a tendency to be smaller, the best instructors availableare placed in charge of the students at a time when the influence of real menis so vital, and the personality, individuality, and future ideals of the studentcan he considered. because with smaller groups the need for. a rigid system of

'rules becomes less imperative, and the slow student has more chance to developthan is the case when he is swept along by the weight of a large class, irrespec.,-'live of Iris ability to keep pace with his fellow students. The college idea thata college student is a man and should sktoulder full responsibility for acts
was not out of place when the average freshman was a mature man, but it ishIsity applicable in this age of immature high-school graduates.. There should.beupervision on the part of the college over personal habits as well as over the
election of studies at first, IV this supervision can be gradually lessened as thestudent develops in maturity, strength of character, ancl ability to assume re-sponsibility. The military school is better fitted to assume this necessary
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supervision than any other form of present-day school organization. Regularity,
is inculcated, both in habits of life and habits of study ; courtesy and leadershi
are developed; attention to duty brings its own reward in the form of recognized
proficiency and promotion, while the student soon learns that carelessness in
any form is inexcusable. Cliques and artificial social classes are discouraged,
uniformity of dress and living quarters tend to level social harriers and breeds
the spirit of democracy. If the instructors are of the right kind, they are able
to 'teach Americanism of the truest type to a better advantage than would he
the case in a more loosely organized institution, and the close association of
the right type of men with the growing boys offers the best opportunity In the
world for the inculcating of correct habits without the necessity of talking Nati-...* tudes. And most important of all, every boy learns the lesson of prompt and
unquestioning obedience to constituted authority, a lesson that the American
boy of to-du needs to learn, and one that is too often allowei to go untaught.

Consideret from the acitainle side, large colleges are al to be unwieldy.
The very mass of large numbers of students makes It. n 'scary to conform
rigidly to set rules. A boy must he fitted into the. system noPmatter whether
this is best for the boy or not. No concissions can hr m tile to the individual:
because if ruleti are once set atede, the whole system fal into confusion. And
many boys of this age are exceptional in some respects. They need Individual
treatment.- They need to be studied and advised. So e of our larger colleges
are trying to meet this situation by means of faculty or student advlsers for
new men. but this is apt to he um itisfacfory. One o our greatest and oldest
universitiek reports that the faculty advisers spent on the average 1 minutes
with each man each month. But most colleges do not go even this far. In
my freshman year at college I remember speaking outside of class to only
one of my instructors. Such a systein can not be successsful. There must. 14.-
constant and continued intercourSe%. In many instances the first year classes
are not only large, but they are also taught lw the younger and less-0XpriP11141
instructors. In 1916-17, there were 49 classek with more than 0 Ntudent,i in
each clmis at our State university, and in 133-7-18 there were 33 such classes.
there were classes of more than 100 students in biology. eltentistry.
history, economies. mathematics, and physics. Similar conditions existed It
our State Polytechnic Institute:* And this situation existed chiefly In the tiro
two years of college vork, the tune when the. study nt would suffer most from such
conditions. At the time when the student most 110011S indiviulual attention and
instruction he.,becomes, under such conditions. merely a mime on the class roll
of a too often youthful and unskilled instructor.

One of the large Middle West universitlePreports that 5] per vent of tlw
first-year class failed to do Satisfaetory work during the past year in ono
or more subjects. One of the foremost Sell()QIM of technology*in the country
states that unless conditions change admission on certitieates will heotholished
and entrance examinations instituted. The colleges naturally eat the blame
for thelarge percentage of failures on poor secondary- school preparation. and
doubtless with some degree. of justification ; but I believe that the blame can
be placed with more justice on the college system which allows unrestrained
liberty of action and thought to immature boys and girls, away from the re-
straining influences of home for the first time. and surrounded by all the at'
tractions of college activities. At Marion Institute last year only 7 per cent
of the college subjects carried were of an unsatisfactory grade, and this recora
was not attained by the sacrifice of any standard of scholarship; rather NVIIS the
student held up to a higher standard because of his daily personal contact with
the fastructot as well as by means of satisfactory examinations. I firmly he
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lieve that success along this line was due to tle system of discipline in effect,and ear attempt to check up on each student at -nil Mites, and see that he '11t1reasonable amount of work in a satisfactory manner, and that he did it honewhen he failed to come up to standard in any way, the case was at ont'einvestigated to see what was the cause of the falling off In his work, and anattempt was made to remedy the situation in accordance with the needs ofeach particular case.
our junior milegeaave, I believe, a great Mission In the future But I donot believe that they will attain to the full merit of their worth unless theytit themselves in every way to meet their own particular problems. The chief5.1115 of the junior college are to enable the young student to find himself andto train him foretticient citizenship in the broadest sense of the word; and,notprimarily for scholarship, or athletics, or social polish. If you agree with me:a regard to the aims, you must also agree that the ordinary system of school'admiOstration will not meet the situation, and that no other fOrm faces The-it.Nne -so squarely and devotes co Much time to the extra- academic work as doesthe military school. In my opinion the junior college, properly organiied undera wise military rOgime, 1011 go far toward solving the probleM of the 1...Organization of America's colleges. I believe it is the most necessary and ilvitalmovement in educational circles at present. And I believe. that wr shotiltilfateand solve its problems with open-mindness, with independence of thought, andwith firmness of purpose.

A MExtuza. Do you think military schools usually accomplish the things youha%e entlined ity your paper?
Dean FLEAGI.E. From my point of view I think ttatt there is no ther kindof Inst mutton that can do that the military institute can do; huff It all de-pends upon the spirit of the military school. A military school- of tie old type,under an officer who has been in the Army 25 or 30 year4, will 'meet problemsthat are very complicated. If you can get an officer with modern ideas, and haythe educational 'work supported by the military. I don't think there Is anythi gfiner for a young man than the discipline of a military school.

THE ADMINISTRATION AND CONTROL OF PUBLIC JUN R
COLLEGES.

By ElWAILD M. MINTER, Principal of the Kansas City Junior College, Kan s City, Mo.
As I understand' the development of the high schools and col ges in thislountry the facts are somewhat as follows: Originally we here on a smallade, and established colleges and universities and left other e4 cation to take-,are of itself. In the early days It was necessary for the coils -s to maintainpreparatory schools. But in the course of time (.mm11'11014 of the countryfound that education was a continuous job and people were b ought to see thatit was necessary to give more instruction, anti public high hoots were there-fore established.
The communities have come tO regard the high school a legitimate formof work. The universities were thus relieved of doing t is work. The highmools have been left considerable freedom to work out tl it seheme of prepar-,ing students for college. while the colleges e.xpa tided into v Mous fields of profes-Omni work. It is only a few years since we siloke of 'ale and Harvard as(*lieges, not universities. It never occurred to our big r institutions, at first,as being possible to lea c' preparatory work to an a ency supported by theSuite. In (hie course, however, progiessive- colleges w that it was poaxible
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to have the public-athool system do the work that the colleges themselves had
set Is the prerequiSite for thtr work.

Now, in recent years takia care of the large freshman classes has become
quite a burden, at least to the large -universities, and there is a tendency. to
shift that burden also where I think it probably belongs, to the public-school
system. The public union college is therefore a necessary result of the Qum--
DMus increase in student attendance at the large universities. It is evident
that they are beginning to want to shift the preprofessional school work to
the public schools.

Hight here is where I differ, however, from President Million's interpreta-
tion of the facts. I do not believe that the colleges of to-day, as such, are go-
ing to ,suffer one whit from this movement; I do not believe that they are
going' to be depressed: I do not believe they are going to become junior col-
leges, indeed. I believe that the colleges that are now in existence will steadily
become even more important factors in our educational Life.

The problems of the public junior college are very different from those of
the private Institutions. We have very little to say .ns to what shall con-
stitute the course of study, the curriculum, and organization of our college.
We are part of a general school system. Our elementary schools, contrary to/-
the usual practice, run. for ,only seven years. We have a regular four-year
Idgkschool course, inaking 11 years of preparatory work for entrance to/the
college or university. Iur students have the essential work. however, and
suspect that the statistics will show they equip themselves as well as those
having 12 years training.

Now the junior college of Kansas City came about in this way. The high-
school attendance in Kansas City expanded very greatly as compared with
other large cities in the United States; our situation seemed to be abnormal.
As a matter of fact, we had more high-school students in Kansas -City than
in St. Louis, although St. bouts had a larger population. Kansas City and
Detroit are the two largest cities of this country in which there Is no large
four-pm. institution offering collegiate work to the inha bitants of the munici-
pality.

It so 'happened that a number of ous students, not having Any college 'or
university In the immediate vicinity, were compelled to remain in the high
school for a fifth year, as there were many subjects that had not been covered
in the four years. Many .of these wanted to go on to college, and they found
that they could not receive any credit for the fifth year's work.

In 1915, the board of education .of the city, having previously provided for
the construction of a more modern high-school building, left the old, edifice
/o be used in some way for educational purposes, and it:was my good fortune
to provide some sort of educational institution in that building, and the junior
college of Kansas City is the result.

Very fortunately we were not 'handicapped by having to conduct a junior
college in connection with a high school; we were cut off entirely from it.
The University of Missouri actually approved, our courses before the institn-
tioh was open. The faculty was submitted tg'the university authorities for
approval, and the doors were thrown open in September, 1915.

There were consequently no questions as to why we were using the same
laboratories; we were under no obligations to make explanations as to why
a senior would happen to be found in a class doing 'college physics, and why
college students should found in the same section with a number of high -
school students of a high grade.

The junior college.in Kansar City was merely an outgrowth of :a local situa-
tion, and the community thought that ,it was all right to give a college education
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to the public-school students. The work has grown, and we have now 600 en-
rolled in the junior college. The University of Missouri has sent its in-
spetors to inspect us, and they have passed favorably upon some 355 semester
hours of college work, so that pur students- have quite a range of subjects from
which to make their selections. Thirty -four hours of work are prescribed by
the university, the remaining 26 are elective. .As far as our idea is concerned,
we are doing the work that is done at the University of Missouri, or other
four-year institutions, in the first two years, Nil work which is regarded as
being necewary in order to prepare a young man or young woman to enter into
any of the professional schools after the two years, We are supported by taxa.
non. and we spent last year about $135,000 for maintenance.

We carry on vermin other activities. We have endeavored to mate this
college tit into the needs of the community. You might be interested to know
that-the hospitals have training schools for mimes and the national association
has been bringing consiientbie pressure to bear upon the hospital training
school to raise the standard of Instruction so that they might be assured of
having a better_gualitled corps of young women to take up the work in the
department. We hove undertaken to meet this need. To be perfectly frank.
not all of the members of the .two sections that we have had this year have been
hig-school graduates, but more than 80 per cent, I think, were. Consequently,
they-can enter upon practically the same work hat the junior 'college students
can enter. *We have been giving training for two classes of 311 and 40, respec-.
thely. The training consists in instruction in chemistry, bacteriology, anatomy,
nursing, nutrition, dietetics, physiology. and other courses. We take, these
young ladles five days a week, from 1 to 5 o'clock. This will give you some
idea of what we are trying to do In the interest of the community.

Another thing we carried on for several years. There has been supplied by
private expense a school of social welfare. They took up the matter with the
Univei-sity of Missouri, but the university did not care to have two schools
wider the name of the university and I was authorized to go ahead and secure
the instructors, The University of Missouri offered to cooperate with us by
stalling any men to us who were needed and not available from other courses.
Ail of these courses carried college- credit. Thet work was given at night,
because people who were working in the welfare organizations were not able to
attend school during the dtry, and they received college credit for the work they

As a feeler, to find out how the community would respond to the offer, we
decided to give junior college courses in the evening provided 15 or more
persons applied for any given course. One hundred and fifty four persons pre-
Seated themselves for enrollment at the beginning of the session. Without any
particular publicity-we got a remarkably generous response from the community
for the night school work and I am anticipating that we shall hake next year,
at least, twice that number asking for college work at the evening session.

A Miatiwit. Do students from outside communities pay tuition?
Mr. BAINTER Yes; their tuition is $90 per year. We are so crowded for

facilities to take care of our own students, however, that I think perhaps the
hoard of education 'will increase the rate to_mLre than $00 per year. That
is the charge made for the high school and was carried over to. the junior
college.

A MEMBER. 1?0 you have many studenta from outside the city?
Mr. BAINTER. We had 14 graduates. this year from Independence,. Mo., and

Kansas City, KOBB.
A MEmnra. How about your laboratory fees?



Mr. BAINTER. We impose the same laboratory fees as are imposed in the
University of Missouri to cover breakage.

A MEMBER. How does your equipment and teaching staff compare with the
University of-Missouri?
Mr. BAINTER. For th work which we attempt; the equipment is just as good,

Instructors also are jat as good and we pay them as much money as is paid
at the university outside of the professors and assistant professors Many
of our men receive as much as the assistant professors.

President WINFIELD. What salary is paid ?'
Mr. BAINTER. The maximum is $2,950, but ift addition thereto the board of

education decided to pay $100 per year to those who have the master's degree;
and they also give an additional $100 to those who have had 24 hours' pro-
fessional training; that means $3,150 as the maximum salary for a teacher.

A MEMBER. I understand that the junior college at St. Joseph, Mo., charges
tuition of resident students.

Mg. BAINTER. They charge a tuition for the junior college. I think it is
$60 per year. but,re have made no tuition charge; it is part of the follow-up
school education. ,

4*
VOCATIONALIZING THE JUNIOR COLLEGE.

By MERTON E. Principal of 'the Chnffey Union Junior College of Agriculture,
California. is

The junior college in California is largely a secondary institution. It is
a definite outgrowth of the high school. Many Nigh- school graduates, unable
to continue thejr education in college or in university, and desiring to remain
longer in school, naturally gravitated back to their high school 'for -post-
graduate work. Tile Junior college sprang into being in order to meet the
needs of such students. The.first institution in the State was developed at
Fresno by Mr. A. C. Olney, t4e present commissioner of secondary schools of
California. Mr. Olney pioneered in this new field and later developed 4 sec-
ond junior college at Santa .Barbara. During the past few years 10 junior
colleges have been in operation in southern California, and a few in other
parts of the State.

Two years ago; by legislative act, the Los Angeles State Normal School was
transformed into a branch of the UniverSity'of California. They have devel-
oped at this " southern branch of the university" a ,genuine junior college of
university type. Students wishing a regular university course can attend the
southern branch in Los Angeles for two years, but to complete their course
they must continue for the last two years at Berkeley.

The latest movement in junior colleges in California has been the develop-
-went of vocational institutions. This has. been occasioned by the lack of
vocational opportunities in many of the higher institutions. To meet this
-situation the high schools have had to offer new courses for their graduates.
Three years ago at Chaffey we realized that more than half of the students
in our junior college were desirOus of vocational courses. We proceeded to
organize along five lines, namely, music, home economics, commerce, agricul-
ture, and academic branches. Being an agricultural community primarily,
We saw tile possibilities of developing the junior college along agricultural
lines. There being no place in southern California for boys of college age to
study agriculture, it seemed the logical tiling to develop such a place at our
junior college.

I shall briefly present how we have vocational:zed our institution. ly.e
Itnve not dropped the academic branches. StudentS wishing a regular colleget
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course can spend two years at Chaffey and take courses in English, political
science; economics, methematics, science, and foreign languages. They canreceive credit for credit at the University of California, Stanford University.and the various colleges. One of our students will enter the 'university ateBerkeley next August with 72-credits toward graduation; all of these areacademic credits: What is true of our school is true of practically all ofthe junior colleges of California that are accredited by the university.

The department'of music has been developed along the line of individualinstruction. Students wishing to specialize in music are able to get coursesin voice, piano, harmony; violin, and band instruments. A large number ofstudents have taken advantage of these courses and are able to attend thelocal school instead of having to go away to a conservatory of music,
Many young women wish to take the various home-making courses. Thiigives a chance for the'' junior college to offer courses in cooking, sewing,

millinery, dietetics, and home accounting.
We have found that the local business firms have been calling for book-keepers and stenographers. To meet this demand we offered ;ear courses

to high-school graduates in bookkeeping, shorthand and typewriting, officepractice, and commercial law. By specializing in two or three of thesesubjects students. have been able to secure positions that are more attrac-tive than the ordinary elementary school position. The University High Schoolat Oakland will next _year develop a "Junior College of Commerce." I do notknow what their plans are at present, but the purpose of their junior college
will he to meet the demands of their city along cbmmercial lines.

My observation has been that the junior college must meet local needs. Inorder to do this it must prepare young men and women for the most 'im-portant vocations of their cammunity. In our department of agriculturewe are developing courses along the lines of agriculture that concern ourdistrict. We have nine elementary schools in our ti ion district. The north-ern part of this district is concerned only with the growinz of orangesand lemons. Consequently, we offer a course in citriculture, a& another ineconomic entomology. We have a school orchard of .7 acres, and anothero f about 5, where experiments are being conducted over a period of 10years. These experiments afford not only our ,classes but the farmers of
community an opportunity to study the effects of certain types of fer-

tilizers. cover crops, irrigation, etc. The experimentation and the cenrsesare tie() tin to the activity of the locality. Th0 southern part of the districtis a dtlirying section. We have 5 miles from the high school a dairy farmof 20 acres. This is a laboratory for our courses in animal.hyshandry.- Theeastern portion of our district is a deciduous area. A little over a yearago thedeciduous growers asked the high school to begin a study of theirproblems. To meet this need the junior college secured a -specialistin apricots and peaches, who gives two courses in the junior college and"spends the remainder of his time in the orchards of the community studyingthe problems of the farmers and helping them. He has given during the pastyear ninny demonstrations-in pruning and spraying and thinning of peachesand apricots. He has marked over 700 high-producing trees, from whichbuds will be selected to start a new stock of trees. He is stielyin thevarious pests that annually cause great financial loss to the far rs.has given short courses for the befsefit of the growers.. To th se courseshave come over 200 farmers during the' past ,year. We have three otherexperts who offer courses, One gives courses in field trops and animal hus-bandry; another a course in farm mechanics, and short courses in tractoroperation. Another expert supervises home project work, besides teaching ter-
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tain classes. The dean of the junior college is the citrus expert and he works
in cooperation with a committee of five leading citrus growers.

I have presented very briefly how we have vocationalized our junior college.
Other institutions will he vocationalized (luring the next few years. The Ful-
lerton Union Junior College is located in the heart of the oil industry. Next
year Fullerton will offer courses in oil refinery in its junior college. It is
pioneer work that has never been undertaken before by the public schools.

In closing, I wish to present one of the very greatest-values of the junior
college. It reacts ver,y beneficially upon the high school. The teachers in the
junior college are usually teachers of high-school branches as well. The college
courses need far more preparation than do the high-school courses; conse-
quentlf, the teachers should have less classroontwork, and more time for study
.an research. This causes better teaching. (I might say that in Cal or a the

nior college teachers are not supposed to teach more than 15 hours .eek.)
Another advantage is the fact that more students coutine their education beyond
high school and so the junior college is contributing very definitely toward
more universal education. Whatever may be said against the junior college,
one fact stands out it is here to stay, for it is helping the high school to be-
come what it has been often called. People's College."

A MEMBER. Is the vocational % (lone in the California junior colleges
credited by the State University of California so that a man can go to a junior
college for two years and then enter the University at Berkeley?

President WINFIELD, Mr. A. A. Gray. in a thesis on the junior colleg:, states
that such recognition is.giventhat was in 1916and they were just beginning
then to give vocational courses. I think that the University of California has
gone further along the line of recognizing the work of junior colleges than any
other institution in the country.

Pfesident I.o(tuts. I wonder if the junior colleges are going to take over this
program of fitting the people to live, or are just preparatory institutions to the
four-year colleges and universities; whether we dre gohlg to assert our right to
" a place in the sun " to serve men and' women, fitting them for life at that
level, or whether we are just going to be a tail for the universities to wag. It
seems to me that we bring up this question when we speak of vocationalliing the
junior college. .1 would like to know just what is the function of a junior
college in this broad realm.

President HUMPHREYS. In Texas we have only two public junior colleges. and
they are affiliated with the agricultural college of the State. Their work is
of vocational character. Most of the private junior colleges are affiliated with
the State university, so in reply to this. question, I Wish to say that I believe
there will be junior colleges of both kinds. .

Dean MACKENZIE. I think that it is a great mistake to limit the scope of
the ju'nior college. The gentleman from Texas has referred to two forms of
'the college, the academic and the vocational, one preparing for the school of
agriculture and the other for the university ; but I think the junior college
should occupy a much larger field than that. It democracy is to be preserved
by education it will he by bringing education down to the misses. There
are many intelligent people in large communities who are capable of profiting
by college work but who are in no way- fitted for college according to the
typical entrance examinations. The junior college ought to offer a large
number of courses that will appeal. to such persons. The community as a
whole support the junior college. Is it justifiable, then, to give only those
courses which appeal to those who are going on to larger colleges, or should
the community be helped by raising the general, intelligence?
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We have many foreign students_ in our college, who are, in their thinking,
extremely radical. Now the thing that impresses me .most about these youths
is that they want information. Their idetis are half-baked--,they discover
this in their political eTonomy and rhetoric classes, where they are permitted
free discussion. The junior college in large cities is going to appeal to thou-
sands. when it offers courses of this character and particularly courses in the
evening. This, I believe, is going to be the saving grace of democracy.
Dean McDowEr.i.. I do not criticize the last speaker, but I was just wonder-

ing why such courses could not he high-school courses and why the junior
college should .be responsible for all of this. I wonder why the junior college
work itself could not be of 0. standard which would demandhigh-school cer-
tificates for entrance.

Dean MACKENzIE. I think not. because it L primarily socializing and is
going to appeal to the adult, not to the adolescent; and it must be presented
differently.

Dean McDowri.L. That is true, I did not think of the adults. We might be
careful in the vocationalization of our junior colleges not to call it college
work. The graduates of Lamont College get a third-grade teacher's certifi-
cate and their work is accredited for university work if they desire to go on.
A large amount of the work in California is of that type. As far as the
public schools are concerned, vocational work is a public service to the com-
munity but you could not get college credit for it.

MORNING SESSION, JULY 1.

THE BkTTER ORGANIZATION OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE
UNITED STATES.

By P. P. CLevros, United States. Commissioner of Education.

It .aequite certain that the burden upon the colleges and universities of the
United States will be much larger from this time' forth than.it lais been in the
past. The social, civic, political, industrial, commercial, and profdssional life of
the country in the new era upon which we are entering will require the services
of a much larger number of college men and women than the old era which
passed away with the war, and win give them more opportunities. Our colleges,
Had universities must supply the demanll for this country, and, to a very large
Went, for other countries iu America and I'u Europe and Asia. For a genera-
tion at least there cati be little danger df overproduction of college-trained men
and women, provided their edwation and training are directed toward present
and future needs of service, and are made to take hold on the life and work of
this and the next generation.

The rapid increase in the number of high-school students (now more than twomillions) and the higher standards of high schools will insure a constantly in-
creasing supply of young men and women for the colleges. The, fncrease inwages for the great army of laborers and the higher prices of farm products:
will enable hundreds of thousands-of families to send their sons and daughters
to college whose incomes have until now been too meager to* permit them to
consider such it thing as possible.

The salaries Of professors and instj'uctors must be increased to at least
double what they were in 1913-14. New buildings and equipment for class-
rooms, laboratories, and for.housing students will, at present prices of material



and labor. cost from two to four times as much as they would have cost in
1913-14.

If the number of college students were no larger than it was in .1913-14,
endowments and appropriations would need to be fully twice as large as they
were, then in order to maintain efficiency. For an increase of 0 per cent in the
number of students there will be needed an addition to endowments ,'and
incomes ftly equal to the total of those for 1913-14, making the total need
three times as much as the need for that year.

It is already evident that the people are willing to 'supp ly funds through
gifts and appropriations in much larger amounts than formerly...But can we
expect an increase of 200 per cent? Even If we could the time has now come
when it behooves us who have to do with administration and the formatioil
of policies to study carefully every retfSonable and promising means of
economyeconomy nut only in money, but in the time and energy of teachers
and students. No doubt there are many economies worth careful consideration,
but I believe none will yield larger results than can be obtained through such
organizations as will reduce the number of colleges doing the full four years'
work, and at the same time will assuregreater efficiency in the first two college
years. This means, of course, increasing the number of Janier colleges while
decreasing the number of senior colleges.

It is partly for this reason that this conference of junior ()lieges. held at
this time, has such significance.

In 1915-16, the Bureau of Eduention listed 577 colleges and universities.
These terms are, as you know, used quite loosely in this ematry. and in common
usage have abNit the same penning. or the 57.7 colleges, 508 reported their
incomes as well as their student enrollments. A large proportionctof those that

. did not report incomes were Catholii7 instlAutions, or belonged to or were
,`affiliated with teaching scieties which justly count their income largely in
service rather than in money. *g

Since in 1915-16 the colleges had not heed much affected by the war. the
figures for that year ail. better for our purposes than would be the thrures
for later years. IR we divide these 500 college.: into nine groups aceordieg to
incomes, we have the following:.

(1) Eight colleges reported incomes ranging '.from $2.603,489 to $3.91.5.7147
and a student enrollment from 4.889 to 8,510. The stitnrage income 'wr student
in these groupswas approTcimately $500. (In incomes the prlvnte beeefoctions
for endowments are not included.1

(2) Fourteen colleges reported meant ranging from $1.002.384 1O $1,902.005.
and student enrollments from 630 (at WNt. Point) to 6,462 (at. the University
of Michigan). For these 14 colleges the average Income per student was ap-
proximately $450.

(3) Thirty colleges reported incomes between $500.000 and $1.000.000, and
student enrollments front 290 to 3,850. The average incone per student .for
this Froup was apprOkimately $375.

fFifty-six colleges reported .incomes between $250.000 and $500.000: ',pm!
student enrollments between 105 and 4,138. The average income per .spolent
for this group was approximately $335.

(5) Ninety-two colleges reported incomes between $100,000 and $250,000,
and student enrollments between 111 and 3,692. Tkeaverage income per student
for this group was approximately $250.

(6) One hundred and two colleges reported Incomes between $50,000 and
$100,000, and student enrollments between 72 and 1,557. The average income
per student for this group was approximately $185. less than half the average
for the third group... *
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(7) One hundred and twenty-two colleges reported incomes between $25,000

and $50.000, and student enrollments between 20 and 801.. The average income
per student for this group was approximately $145; less than half the averagefor the fourth group and less ElIte-third the average for the second group.

(8) Fifty-four colleges repdrted comes between $15.000 and $25,000, and
student enrollments between 49 and 388. The average income per student for
this group was approximately $120; less than half the average for the fifthgroup and less than one-fourth the averse for the first group.

(9) Twenty-nine colleges reported comes ranging from $3,075 to $14.018,
and student enrollmehts ranging from to'345. The average income per 7tuf,ent
for this group was approxiifiately $75; less than one-half the average for sixth
group; less than one-third 'the average for the fifth group ; less than One-fourth
thtverage for fourth group; just one-fifth the average for the third group;...one-sixth the average for the second group ; and considerably less than the
average cost of high:school instruction.

In most of the largest and ticheRt of these schools, and in some of those
in the lower classes both as to incomes and student enrollments, a portion of
the income is (lcqoted to graduate work and to research. gut in none theamount thus .!ised. large enough to/-reduee the per capita for undergraduate
students by more than a small percentage. ['tactically all these av colleges,
reporting incomes ranging from $3,073 to .$3,915,714, attempt to do full four
years of college work and confer degrees. In some of them all classes arelarge enough to permit options and specialization on a liberal scale and still
give to each section in each subject such a 'number of students as will-keep
the cost of instruction witljin reasonable bounds. In many of the poorer and
smaller schools the numbers in the two higher classes are so small as prac-tically to prohibit options and specialization, and to make/tle sections in some

even without division so small as to destroy the interest [Toth of stu-dents and of teachers and at the sante time make the. cost of instruction perpupil comparatively very large. In many of these colleges nearly half theolass sections /Tuve less than Ave st mients. and it large number of the class
sections. have only one. two, or three students. In these schoW the average
cost per student in the higher classes is from 4 to 10 times as much as in thetwo lower classes. The cost of teaching from .5 to 10 students in the senior
class is larger than the cost of teaching front 40 to 50 students in the 'fresh-
man class.. These ligher (lags students are, after all, not well tatight,,since
the colleges are not able to YUrIlifii the necessary library andlaboratory equip-ment and .to pity sufficient salarie4 to retain the services of teachers of thebest ability.

In some of the larger schools toe numbers of students in the freshmen and
sophomore classes are very large. Several colleges have more than a thousandfreshmen. and some more than two thousand. The freshmen entering in'
September are boys and girls who in June were graduated from the high
schools and"who hula known only high-school discipline and high-school methods

et' teaching and study. In the high schools most of titer teachers are-men and
women of professional training and enough experience tp give them skill inteaching and in tinkling and directing boys and girls. Coming from high

. school to college without any skilled and wise guidance, through a transition
.period. many of these kiddish. freshmen, however Well meaning, are unable to
adapt themselves to the new jconditiops and discipline and go astray sadly.
In the freshmen class, and also to an extent in the sophomore class, students
are all too Often taught by young teachers with little or no experience and
who have had no professional training: Many of these. teachers are also
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without the native abilltP and professional skill which will insure final success
Far however rich the colleges may be most_of them still pay the larger salaries
to those who give most of their time to the higher classes and leave the lower
classes to. the tender mercies and bunglings of young, untrained, and in-
experienced teachers.

Here is the opportunity for the junior college and for a very important
economy in college organization. Practically all the 307 colleges having in-
comes of less than $50.000, and a good number of those with incomes from
$50,000 to.$100,000 should cease to try to do more than two or three years or
workpreferably only two yearsand should concentrate all their means of
money and men on doing well the work of these two years, employing as teachers
men and women of the best native ability, the finest culture, and the largest
skill that education and professional training can give; men and wmilen
having the power to inspire and direct as well as to instruct.

These colleges could then take An all or most of the tens of thousands of
boys and girls now on ithe waiting list of the larger and richer colleges, and
offer them such opportunities for instruction, training, and interest in college
life as would induce them to come to theM for these two years and to bring
with them other tens of thousands who now swell the mobs of fmshnten and
sophomores in the larger schools. The mortality of students in these two years
would becOme much less than it now is. A much larger per cent of them would
go to the larger and richer colleges for junior, senior, and graduate work, thus
making up to these schools for the loss in their freshmen and sophomore classes.
The work done In these higher classes might then be much better than is now
postale. With the better teachers for the lower classes in the junior colleges
from 25 to 50 per cent more work would be accomplished in these two years
than is now accomplished.'

MA Id these poorer and smaller colleges thps limit their field and change
the character of their work most of them would soon find themselves with two
or three times their present number of students and with incomes three-or
four times as large as they .now havfa. In addition, they would have the
consciousness of serving their country and the world more effectively than
they now do or can. Not the least element in this service would be the in-
flnence on the work of the lower classes of the larger schools, for as soon as
any considerable number of colleges do as is here suggested the larger and
richer schools will reorganize their work for the lower classes and among other
things will begin to give to the students in these classes teachers as good or
better than those in the junor colleges.

Thus with thelltiame amount of money the effectiveness of our schools of
higher learning might be increased from 20 to 30 per cent.

In the discussion of the work, organization, and courses of study of the
junior' colleges. these schools should not he thought of as in any way inferior
to schools doing the full four years' work. No school should lose an4,.of Its
dignity or worthiness, of support by confining its work to the first hiq' college
years. On the other hand, both dignity and worthiness will be increased if
they will do the work of these two years in a setter and a larger way, such as
this change should make possible/ 0

President HILL (University of Missouri). I wanted to heartloctor Claxton
speak before I presented my point of view. ;I find it, as he represented through
his paper, absolutely impossible to istinguish between college and university! I}i
am, therefore, going to assume at a university is an institution for adtanced
special training. AFroni that point of view it is evident that the foundations for
this work nut ft he laid in'conjunction with. and to a certain extent by, the pres-

, e
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eat elementary and secondary school system. 'I have often said that America
is the only civilized country that has tried to get along with only four years
of secondary work as training for the university work. We have not succeeded
and the result is that our university must give instruction for two years of a
general and fundamental character and preparatory to the instruction in tech-
nical branches and law.

Our universities admit students to the agriculure college, but if you will
examine the curricula you will find that with the exception of two or three
hours a week the work in'the freshman and sophomore years is composed of
instruction in botany, zoology, English, etc. The same is true of engineering.
Iu Alissot* we have a typical situation. We have a five-year curriculum and
the first two years' work are credited in the college of arts and sciences toward
the B. A. degree.

The Association of American Universities has agreed to an ideal program re-
quiring two, years of college instruction for admission to all technical schools.
This ideal has not yet been lived up to in all our institutions, but in a consid-
erable number it has, and so I think we can start from this point of view in
considering the relation of the universities to the colleges, assuming that the
univerAity work begins' after completion of Vvo years' fundamental study in
seiences, languages. law, medicine, agriculture and other special branches.
Now a national organization of education would permit our universities to con-
fine-their work to this field. The present system in America does not permit this,
as our system was not developed logically but by borrowing and patchwork.
Take the eight grades of our elementary schools; we have come to think of them
as almost sacred. How did we happen to have eight grades? Simply this way.
When the first progressive movement took place we were only thinking of the
country schools. We sent some representatives abroad to study systems and
they found only one system, and they brought back a Prussian. School system
which was 'planned for the country districts. Now in Germany they never
thought of building these eight grades into their collegiate work. They were a
finishing school, the one that the great masses of the peasantry attended. In
the city school system there are generally four grades of elementary education,
and then the students usually ,differentiate, some going into the gymnasium, etc.
'But our system has resulted in an elongation of the course and a waste of time.
So it was with our high school of four years, borrowed from Edinburgh. We
have got to think of that as almost sacred, but still more sacred is the four years'
college course. Indeed it is like a red rag to a bull to say anything about a
college course of less than four years. President Eliot was criticized in America
America when he suggested a three years' course.

Now we have tested the six and eight year courses brought from Prussia,
four years from Scotland, and two from England; so in that way we have a
situatii'm which has resulted in our universities making an awful mess of this
petty work. Our universities were horn with men brought out of the colleges
and it was not until Johns Hopkins commenced to do research work that we
had a real modern university ideal, and this had to be built upon the four-year
collage course. Harvard and Yale borrowed that and we have a graduate
course on top of the four years' course. A student can not begin to have an
idea of his own until he has gone through nil these courses; then he can
begin to think. Let me repeat that a natiennl reorganization of education would
permit the secondarY schools to continue their work to the completion of the
general education in the school and the first two years of college. This par-
ticular work gives thf) junior college. its field, and in its place it can share in
that general cultural training of the freshman and sophomore years. The

\.
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junior college can, therefore, share in all this fundamental work. It can
also share in another problem which is a serious one for the State. university;
It can share in the housing of freshmen and sophomores, and I think it is
one of the great problems of the State university. With the rapid growth of
the student body it is Impossible, in Missouri-at least, to secure dormitories
for all of our students. All our requests have to he in the direction of build-
ings for instruction and never for anything else, so here is a chance for the
private institutions to build dormitories and help us out on one of thehicklental
problems.

Then the junior college can act as a. selective agency it can in the course of
these two years discover the aptitudes and fun damentid abilities of students

'and direct them toward higher institutiont where they can prepare for pro-
fessional lines. It can determine, if the work is done wisely. the prospects
of the student for some special branch.

There are a good many students who do "not spend more time in college life
life than two years, a much larger number than we have ever confessed to
ourselves, and the junior college can advise these people as to a career based
on this amount of preparation. The. number who can not go on. on account of
financial reasons, is a much smaller number than is supPosed. and here they
can be advised by the junior' college again. The junior college, public or
private, furnishes a natural stopping point.

Now, because of these facts. I believe the junior college can prevent the
university from being swamped by large numbers of freshmen and sophomores.
The Universit' of California last fall'had 4010 freshmen in Missouri there
were 1.200 freshmen in freshman English. We had hard enough work to
handle them with the State having more junior colleges than other States.
I hold that the university can not be u1 real university if it bas an undue
aloportion of freshmen and sophomores; that pie spirit and tone ceases to be
that of a university and becomes a big unoanized. vocational college.

The other side of the shield is this: If the junior colleges are loyal to the
organization. they will send to our junior and senior classes enough students to
make those larger than they are. We have to have 4b sections of freshmen
English. but in our Junior and senior classes we have only a single class in
certain. English courses: we could have it much larger without an ti dditional
dollar ofexpense to the State.

Of course. our junior colleges are liable to have a little bit of the notion of
the preparatory school. They /re apt to think that it is rather a distinction
to Send Iloys to Harvard. Yale. and Princeton, and they are a little prouder of
the fact that they can send a girl to Vassar than to the very university that is
giving theni cooperation. It we have cooperation of the junior colleges, we can
swell ournumbeim in the junior and senior years and satisfy the demands that
we grow in numbers without asking more money from the State,' or, rather,
we would use it in raising salaries.

In spite of the fact that the junior colleges were crowded last fall the uni-
versity had an Increase of 500 students, and I had to'enga,ge 12 instructors for
freshman work after the university opened last fall. It is perfectly legitimate
that the junior college should bring its claims to the attention of those schools
and secure ample enrollment. Through the cooperation of pfiblic and private
effort there will be a greater number of students taking the training of the first

"%two years and entering upon their citizenship duties with a brighter outlook and
keener insight.

The junior college can serve as a finishing institute for. some and encourage
others to enter universities and get their training there, but when it becomes a
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vocational institution it severs its natural relations with the university, because
gle-vocational:trnining of the university must be based upon sound training in
fundamentals in the schools below. If the junior colleges take up technical and
vocational training, then the student at the end of the two years belongs nowhere.
The people and the Nation need a number of engineers; they need a large
number of men well trained-in agriculture; they need some lawyers; and they
need some doctors, not nearly so many us we used to have. We need an ample
number of each who have the two years' training in college, and the junior\
college cup, devote itself to these. There must be a vocational junior college, butsuch an institution, as I see it, can not have any direct relationship with the'

\%.,t

university
Allow n in closing, to expressa,my belief that, at least in the present state

of the educ ional system, the junior college is an important factor, almost a
necessity, in the development of early cultural education. It would be possible
to point out many other ways in which the junior college could assist. Many
of the.statidard'colleges, so called, might well become junior colleges, not only
because they have no money, but foi other reasons.

I am indeed glad. that the Commissioner of Education called suet) a conferenceas this,, and I hope it will he helpful to the junior colleges, helpful to the uni-
versities, and even to the standard colleges.

THE GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF JUNIOR COLLEGES III THE
UNITED STATES.

By J. STANLEY BROWN, President of the Northern Illinois State Normal 'School.

In spite of every effort to fii conditions, we are and shall continue to 'beface to face with the fact that the evolution of education can not be checked.The public junior college is as distinctly the last response to a last step taken
in the development of public education as was the secondary school a last step
in the development of public education.

We have put into our laws something like this: That the years from 6 to 21-may be devoted to education. In other words, it is just'as.legal for a youngman or young woman ,to demand education at public expense at the age of20 or 21 as it is for him or her to demand it at the age of 15 or 16.It was on that basis that the Public Junior College was established in
. Joliet, Ill., in 1902. Joliet takes no particular credit for it, but concedes it, tothe man -of vision, Dr. William H. Harper, the first president of the Unived
city of Chicago. Superintendent &Arran, of St. Louis, President Butler, of Colum-
bia University, and one or two others met at the University of Chicago in 1899,and during that meeting clearly set forth that the first two years of collegeIs secondary school work. I think, they had largely in mind the school of arts
and sciences, as the nudroity of colleges confined their work to this field. Theysaid, Why should not centers be established where the first two years ofcollege work should be given? Accordingly a junior college was started atJoliet with five or six students, and it grew in that community because thejunior college is largely a local community proposition.

The development at Jolfet was slow at first, but it was continuous, and didnot stop for a moment any more than the development of the public highschools, which was slow at the beginning but did not stop for a moment.When we consider that it is only about 70 years since the very first high school
was established, and that within the past 30 years the secondary schools havedeveloped 500 per cent, it becomes apparent that the evolution of education will.have to stop unless there is provided a way to care for the large number of
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boys and girls of 17 and 18.yeara of age who are graduating! from our high
schools. In order. to care for them it has been suggested that junior colleges
can be started under the guidance and supervision of the State universities
and that too for the sake of the State university as well. as for the sake of the
boys and girls in the various communities.

We are face to face with the knowledge that of the 45000_ students attend-
ing colleges, something over one-half of that .number are attending private
institutions. It is very difficult for the private, educational institution to
develop so as to increase the ilember of people .it can care for. The only
other avenue through which it can be done is the public educational system.
The State of California passed the first direct law providing for the junior
colleges; -and it probably has more well-developed jaior colleges than any.
The State of California passed the first direct law 'providing for the junior
colleges in Missouri or other States, but I rim sure- of the junior colleges.in
California. For years they have faced there the problem of caring fer the
young men, the young women, and the boys and girls graduating from the
high schools, and I think it is in a way a defense for the State that these
junior colleges were established by law. There is, however; local defense for
their development in any State where a law irearly sets forth that the age
limit is between 5 and 21 years. There is uo dierenee between a young man
and a young woman of 17 and 18 and 21, so far as education is cotivernedfi'
and if the sectindary work has been finished at 17 Years and the young man
or W01111111 desires to remain in the public. educational inst tut ion no lap.
'should prevent It.

Within the past year all the universities. public and private. have probably
the largest number of students that have e%Per attended collegesin this country.
Something has to be done. We have not been able to do very much during the
time we have been at war; buildinWhas not gone on in cities and towns as it
did before the war. ,

The best of care for the bigh*chool boys and girls Is provided in the junior
college. "'either public or private. It is clear that there will not he developed
more than ne State university of the sante kind in any State, but there is
nothing to wevent the establishment of larger and larger numbers.of public
junior coil is in any State..wheref,the private. junior colleges already estab-
lishell are sufficient to take care of the young people who wish to go to
college.

Now, I think I would be unfair if I did not say another word about the
development of the public junior college upward. In cities of 100,000. such
as Akron and Toledo, Ohio, and others like Cincinnati and St. Louis, there is no
reason why a junior college, established in Sikh a center, should-not develop
into a. college or a teclinical,dniversityi supported at .publie expense. That is
therection of the trend,,14-day, a trend that will be encouraged; and I am
wilflhg to he lam;ponsibie'for the statement that we alkali never have too large
a numbej of 3y:41:trained men and women graduates from good colleges and
universitik..---"Too large a number will not be possible because they will drop
out when they reach their intellectual level.

A public junior college, with a local atmosphere and with local support and,
with the support based on the age limit, is ns surely one of the avenues through
which public education will develop within the next generation as It was that
the high milli:ils from.1890 to 1920 grew by such lenps and bounds as caused
Doctor Judd tosar they grew 500 pei'cent in that time. It is the only avenue
through which public education enn. satisfy itself and through which young'
Men and women can have their opportunity in college.
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PROBLEMS OF THE PUBLIC JUNIOR COLLEGE.
By DATID NIACKENZIE, Dea of the Detroit Junior College, Detroit, Ina.

The interesting story of the genesis and growth of the Kansas City junior
collge.--te----aven by a previous speaker,- might be taken In all its funda-
mentals as the hist° of the Detroit junior college. We began,in 1915 with33 students. and 1 t year we had an t nrollment of about 7(k) day studenta,
which with the en olhne -pt of the summer and evening sessions gives us a total'enriAutent of 1, stu4nts. '

maw 011ie high schools' the Detroit Central High School had for-manyears been offerh g postgraduate work. In some cases these were in advance
of the standard s_sondary school courses: in. other cases, they were merely
the more, advanced courses In the regular curriculum. For this additional
work advanee credit was sometimes given our students on entering college ;.
hut. as there was no general agreement on this point. and as the practicability
of claim; advaneed work-grew apparent, we decided to organize a one-year
junior college. and to offer such beginning eolle:tiate courses as our existing
instrimion force a nd equipment seemed to jestify. As previously stated. we
began with an enrollment of .33 students. but the immedide rapid growth in
membership indicated a real need, for which ampler provision had to be made.
In order to forestall any attempt to hinder our'plans for development, in1917 we decided to seek legislative authorization for the establishment of ajunior college. (qqosition to the establishment of publir high schools in
Michigan had to be fought in the courts in the early days, and we fenied that
any attempt to organize a junior college would arouse similar opposition, unless
sanctioned by legislative enactment. The Michigan act authorizes any school
district in the State, having_ : population of . more than 30,000 people,,to
organize a junior college department of the' district school system, In which
may be offered courses which shall not knbrace more than two years of col-White work.

. .

During the first two years we made no reqnestafor any appropriation, finding
the high-school Midget sufficient for our modest needs. The first year after ourofficial recognition we asked for and received an anpropriation of $.30,000 and

last Year the junior college was alloWNI for instruction'and supplies $60,000.As the collegejs a part of the public-school system of the city, there is no
tuition for residents: the only other fees, chargeable to all alike, are the usual
laboratory and athletic frees. Obviously thi,s small revenue wotild be insufficient.either to organize or maintain au institution of our size, if unattached to, and-
not closely connected with, a well-established high school.. We were -fortunate
in having .a high school well equipped in a material way and equally well pro-vided with unusually capable instructors,; and so we were able to avail our-selves of existing laboratories and shops, as well as of a library bud afaculty, that were equal to jtinior college requirements. While it would bet
possible to discriminate more closely than has been done by us between high
school and college as to the actual cost of instruction and maintenance, It would
be most difficult even for the cost and efficiency experts in our present day
educational systenrsito apportion the exact amount to'be charged to each of thetwo units. The establishment of a college unit in the same building with ahigh school. although it may entail on each some unfavorable consequences, isobviously an exceedingly economic arrangement, especially durivg the inception
and infancy of the institution. In our larger high Jchools the administrativeand Insfructional forces, the library and laboratory facilities, the classroom
and other accommodations of the building willjfatisfy the initial requirements of
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a Junior college and, at nominal expense a Junior college may be developed from
any good and sufficiently large high school.

The popularity and undeniable suce7ss of the Junior college movement are
based upon a sound pedagogical, principle; viz, the attempt to unify into one
complete whole the entire educational process of the adolescent. This idea
has continuation in the old established public, schools and the newer secondary
schools of England as well as in the corresponding schools on the Continent.
For convenience these are usually divided into a lower scheol for the youngor
adolescents and a higher school for the older adolescent group. In our own
country this idea seems to be.crystallizing in the organization of Junior high
schools for the former And in the combination of the senior high school and
the Junior college for the latter. The ideal would be realized, it seems to me,
if the four rower grades, i. e., the seventh to the tenth, inclusive, were included
in the Junior high school, while the four higher grades were likewise grouped in
A senior high,scItool or college. But in practice the ideal is -rarely achieved,
and during the years of experimentation various systems of grouping may well
be tried. In Detroit we are well satisfied with our experiment of housing to-
gether the four regular high-school grades with the junior-college grades.

In this connection a word of warning ispertinent, however. While there istno profound difference b tween upper high - school grades and lower college
classes either in the conte t of the eurriculurre the method of instruction, or
the mental attitude of the student, each -year represents an advance over the
preeedinyr; consequently, in planning fbr a junior college there willobe insuffi-
cient and inadequate provision, both (m, the instructional and on the material
side, if battfd on the erroneous idea that the junior college is merely an ex-
pansion of the existing high school to accommxinte the increased enrollment.
These teachers must have a wider knowledge and larger preparntion than has
the average high - school teacher; the instruction must measure up to the greater
capabilities of older students; and the library and the laboratories must pro-
vide facilities adequate to the special needs of the several departments. It
seems to me that some of the official estimates in regard to certain of these
items are misleading. unless they are to be regarded as initial expenditures
only. In Illustration of this point I may state that, although our high-school
laboratories were as well equipped as those in the average small college, and
sufficed_ for the needs of the junior college 'during the first year of its existence,
they speedily required enlargement and increase hi guipment: On our physics
laboratories we have been spending $1.000 a.year and in chemistry and biolop,
several times this amount. These are fundament 1 requirements that may not
he overlooked in the organization and developmet of any junior college worthy
of the name.

As the college growi and larger appropriatic/ns are required, a never-failing
argument exists in showing the actual saving effected by enabling students
to secure the first two years of their collegeAiaining at home. Thus assum-
ing that each student who Is attending college out of the city is spending $750
a year on his education, a student body of 200 would withdraw from the city
for educational purposes 200 times $750 or $150,000 a year. Contrasting this
item of expenim with any, appropriation that is likely to be required by the
college will not be without convincing results.

The foremost problem in all of my educational experience has not been to
secure money; it is to find real, teachers. We all realize that in every educa-
tional institution the teacher is of mor importance than all else combined.
And I am convinced that the success of_ our college is to be attributed mainly
to the type of teacher we have fortunately attracted to it:- Our policy has
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been to obtain teachers who are superior to the instructors generally assigned
to underclassmen in universities, In the universities there are, as we all
know, two types -of professors, one devoted mainly to teaching, the other to
research and authorship. As research brings both renown to the institution
and distinction to the individual, it naturally is the goak sought by the ambi-
flous young instructor, and any gift of teaching that he might possess' not
only remains uncultivated, but is even looked upon. as a hindrance in the pur-
suit of professional reputation and advancement. Underelas;men in the larger
olleges rarely meet a great teacher; too often he is only an indifferent drill-
master or at best only an instructor in the literal signification of the word.
In the selection of teachers the first qualification is interest in the subject to
Ike taught. I place interest before scholarship,. because where, there is genuine
interest, there is bound to be ndequate scholarship. And yet while we do not
overrate degrees. we are not indifferent to their value. The Ph. D. is not an
'open sesame. to appointment in our institution, for I have seen too many
1411. D.'s who have, their title bly nothing else to qualify them for teaching.
On the other hand. if one has not done as a minimum of .graduate work what
is equivalent to the requirement for the master's degree, he is not acceptable
to us.

°

Interest in the student is our second qualification. Too many college in-
rtruutors seem devoid of any human interest, ()Wing possible to the great' size
of their classes. Our small classes, on the contrary, make possible the culti-
vation of a personal relationship, suggestive of the big brother idea, of inti-
macy and helpfulness, which reduces scholastic and moral failure to tt mini-
mum. And this suggests our third qualification, which differentiates a real
teacher from the mere drillmaster and instructor, viz, the power 40 evaluate
and interpret life to youth. We all believe that the primal purpose of higher
education- is to show students the oft-repeated distinction_ between living and
making a living, and how the se'Ceral fields of knowledge are of value to them
in the degree in which these contribute to an understanding of life and a so-
lution of its problems. Underclassmen are at a most susceptible age and are
in need of wise guidance from teachers of the widest experience. Here there-
fore. is the most flagrant error of the large universities. Ambitious to ex-
pand and increase the size of their student bodies, many of them are enroll-
ing a much larger number of students than they hate proper instruction fa-
cilities for. The consequeoce is that incoming fre§Miien are assigned tutors
who do age, experience, and knowledge are superior to them by only the
smallest of margins. Why should. these colleges undertake a proklem which
they manifestly are unprepared to solve? Finally, as to teaching experience,
it has been our practice to give preference to men and women who, although
not entirely without normal school or college experience, have had wide and
extended opportunities in secondary school work.

While the four-year colleges nail the universities undeniably enjoy ndvan-
tages in the way of social, academic, tutu professional prestige and oppor-
tunity, which make n strong appeal to young teachers of either sex, the junior
college is. not without compensating conditions. In the matter of salary the
city college can afford to be fairly generous. Our present t:chednie has umum of $1,900 and a maximum of $4,000, with a probability of the latter
hemming $-IZOO. The average salary at the present time is about $2.700.
We make no distinction' in this respect between men and women ; and while
the majoAity of the department- heads who re.eive the maximum salary are
men, nor polickls not to reserve these positions for the men. From the organi-
zation of the college the head of the French department has been a woman.
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But it is not on better salaries alone that the junior college has to. rely in
making an appeal for earnest teachers. At a recent conference, called by a
nearby university for the discussion of some of the problems confronting the
junior college, surprise was expressed by offe of theprofessors that a junior
college was able to offer any inducement, outside of a better salary. that would
attract even young instructors from the university. I have observed two such
factors. All of our teacchers who have been connected with large, colleges,
and this-observation is confirmed by visitors from such institutions, are im-
pressed with the fact that our studefft body is unusually serious and earnest.
The probable explanation is that the great majority of our students are in
modest circumstances, are making sacrifices in order to secure their education,
and therefore prize the opportunity more fully than do the wealthier students,
who, having been sent to college at the expense of well-to-do parents, are more
interested in the social side of college life than in scholastic attainment. The
second factor is the independence and the freedom from petty department con-
trol that our teachers enjoy. The Junior college is untrammeled by traditions
and precedents; academic rank and seniority have as yet gained no footing;
everything Is a matter for experimentation and trial. A teacher with enthusi-
asm, originality, and initiative has an unusual opportunity of working out his
ideas and Impress:rig his ideals upon the unprejudiced and open-minded student
body.

The Incorporation of the junior college as a unit in the public-school system
implies the abolition of all entrance requirements other than graduation from
a high school. But while a high-school diploma is a general prerequisite for
admission to college, it is not an absolute requirement; an exception is made
in the case of adults and others who possess sufficient general culture and
intelligence to enable them to pursue a given subject, or even several subjects,
with profit. These members we classify, as do colleges generally. as special
students. A diploma alone without certification will not secure admission to
colleges that admit on certification in lieu of examination. This fact puts us
at some disadvantage as to scholarship; for, naturally, those graduates of
high schoolsi who desire to go to college but are refused certification on the
ground of inferior scholarship or inability to meet the college entrance re-
quirements, enroll with us. We have, therefore, each year a varying quota
of students who, according to the accepted standards, are unpreliared to do
creditable college work. Furthermore, we have students sent to ok who. in the
judgment of tile parents and teachers, are too immature to be deprived of the
restraining influence of the .home, and too inexperienced to be subjected to
the distractions and unaccustomed environment of the large colleges. During
our first years we regarded this us a severe handicap, but it stimulated us to
greater effort; and, as our reputation grew, we have attracted each year a
larger number of the abler, fully prepared graduates from the different high
schools in the city and the adjoining districts. Fortunately for us, too, even
from the beginning we enrolled a goodly number of bright and clever students.
who for financial reasons were prevented from going elsewhere to college.

As all who are graduated from high school are not of college caliber, and
as frequently even the dullest in a class are eager to go to college, it might be
inferred that the absence of entrance restrictions would force us to adopt the
wholesale dismissal practice so prevalent In large institutions that admit several
times as many freshmen as they can properly instruct. Such, however, is not
the carte; withdrawals at our request are rare occurrences. When a student's
preparation is wholly inadequate in a 'given subject, as sometimes happens in
English, or mathematics, he is transferred to a high-school course inscomposi-
tion, or algebra, which Is an ,easy matter where school and college. are in the
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Fame building. On the other hand, in subjects such as chemistry, physics, and
higher algebra, In which there are always students without any high-school
preparation, sections are formed for a rapid survey of essential principles and
fa0s. Then, there is the student who is not quick, not retentive in memory,
and not keenly discriminating in his logical processes; a type familiar ftrevery
teacher throughout the whole educational system. Ike is, however, eager for
knowledge, earnest in his efforts, determined, and persistent... By what right,.
I should like to ilk, does the college instructor stigmatize such a youth as in-
tellectulilly incapable, regard him as an academic intruder,. and ruthlessly deny
him the privilege of higher education? In the case of such a student the time
element is the difficulty ; the remedy is to lighten his load. If he is unable to
carry the normal program of 15 semester hours, he may achieve reel success
with a smaller number. There is, it seems to me, a serious ethical question in-
volved here and the public Is justified in criticising the policy of many colleges
in this matter. No bne will deny the right of an educational institution to pro-
tect itself against the influx of the incompetent, and to determine b3; reasonable
methods the qualifications of entrants; but after granting admission to such
studen "ts as comply with their requirements, they are Florally obligated to
make every effort to give them the education for which they have come and
for which' they are paying.

In our junior college we have experienced a real embarrassment from ex-
cessive absences on the part of students. When a student is living at home, he
Is frequently called upon for assistance by parents who do not realize the
importance in college work of regular attendance. The student himself'
sometimes is not altogether blameless in this matter. As the education is
obtained without expense to him individually, be is not restrained by the
thought of any financial loss from absences. He frequently yields to the temp-
tation of the abnormal wage that he can obtain in any of the industrial plants
for an occasional day of his unskilled labor. This evil we endeavor to combat
by every sort of appeal as well as by penalties. We have been experimenting,
lately with the plan in effect in mahy colleges of requiring all absentees to
appear before a faculty attendance committee. This seems to giVe promise of
success. A kindred evil which has to be watched vigilantly, but which is to
be expected in an industrial city like Detroit, especially When so many students
are partially or wholly self-stipporting, is the inclination to assume too. many
hours of, outside employment.

In discipline and supervision, we have endeavored to develop a policy that
lies, between the freedom prevailing in the four-year college and the restraint
and control characteristic of the high school. We wish to give the fullet4t pos-
sible recognition to the growing powers of youth and its desire for freedom
and self-expression. While we make use of our easy accessibility to parents,
which on the- whole gives us a very great advantage over colleges in general.
we believe profoundly in self-determination. The primal problem in edtication
is to help the student find himself and make him independent of the teacher
and the school. With our disciplinary policy the student body is in hearty
accord and this past year a student council has been organized entirely through
student initiative. Its aim is to foster a proper college spirit and to develop
and. direct till forms of extra-curriculum tretivitie44. The measure of success in .
these matters may be inferred from the fact that the study rooms and cor-
ridors assigned to junior college students are' entirely without faculty simper-
viti()n ; that the histitution thus far -has been entirely free from disorganizing
class rushes and hazing episodes; and that two groups, varying as widely in
age and inti4elopment as do high school pupils and college students, should
work together under one roof in amity and harmony.

).
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It was' said yesterday that the term " junior " as applied to high school and
college was unfortunate, becabse of the implication in the minds of all adoles-
cents of inferiority.. From time to time ,I meet students who object to going
to a junior college; they declare that they wish to go to a. real college or to none.
Discussion of this point shows that their objectkth is based upon the fact that
the junior college is not sufficiently detached from the high school and upon the
belief that in such an institution there is necessarily an absence of college
life and college atmosphere. The latter statement is, of course, in a measure
true, and is a serious defect. Upper classes, tutorial and professorial instruc-
to:s, classic structures and stadiums, fraterwity and sorority houses, organiza-
tions and activities, academic traditions and customs, intimate associations and
friendships, all of which make up that entity we call college life, count for so
much in the higher education of youth. While resident students even in a
city university are deprived of some of the delights of the social side of college
life, in a public junior college they are necessarily denied many more of them.
To meet this deficiency we have introduced such activities as have social and
educational value, a far as conditions permit. We have met with fair suc-
cess in the different college sports. We issue a student publication each week
that compares favorably with other college publications. We have glee clubs
and debating, dramatic, and literary societies. Through dances, mixers, rallies,
assemblies, and other functions to which parents are invited, we furnish a
wholesome social life that centers around educational interests. Many of us,
I know, are apt to grow, pessimistic over the excessive enthusiasm and energy
that the student ,body displays in such activities as compared with studies.
For many, I admit, these are futile and demoralizing. The most thatcan be
said of these activities is that they proVide a harmless form of recreation and
entertainment for perhaps he larger number of students. But for the active
participants they are more Truly educative than much of the formal instruc-
tion of the classroom. The interest and effort they awaken,,the energy and
labor they require for realization, the practical training and experience they
furnish because of their close relation to the work of the world, are all valua-
ble factors in the educational prooess. In fact, I sometimes wonder whether
a twentieth century Froebel may at appear, who will discard the formal studies
and methods now in use and substitute therefor activities for which adolescents
have such an instinctive and perennial interest.

On the purely scholastic- side we have found many problems to solve. Some
10 years ago there appeared in the .Atlantic Monthly a notable article by
Brooks Adams, a brother of the author of the " Education of Henry Adams,"
himself also a lecturer at Harvard, in which he affirms that among college
students, as well as in society generally, there is a rapidly growing tendency
to refuse to make any effort at independent thinking. Most of us, I believe,
will agree that the evil has increased during the decade since the article nits
written. Of course, a condition so catastrophic is not to be attributed wholly
to defective methods in our schools, but the feature of education that contributes
to this result in the greatest degree, according to my observation, is our failure
to discriminate between real knowledge and mere book knowledge. " Knowl-
edge comes but wisdom lingers." The rush so characteristic of modern life
naturally permeates our' whole educational system. Such an influx into
the mind of diverse and unrelated facts as goes on year after year in the
process we call education, does not give time for assimilation and organization.
The child influenced by his natural instincts resists our efforts an the youth
who has reached college age frankly declares be is surfeited and is seeking an
education merely for its vocational and social advantages and not for the joys
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of the intellectual life. So while we occasionally succeed in awakening iterests
and appreciations that are purely intellectual and cultural, we have to .content
ourselves in providing the multitude with the loaves and fishes in the form of
predental, premedical, preengineering, and other preprofessional courses.

From the purely academic viewpoint we have no reason to complain. Our
State university favored our proposal to establish a junior college and sponsored
our request for recognition before the North Central Association of Secondary
Schools and Colleges. In the grading of students we were most exacting from
the first ; the result was that our students.on transferring to other institutions
not only found that their preparation was adequate, but that they could secure
higher scholastic grades with less study than when with us. Universities and
college authorities generally accept our credits at their face value and seem
most kindly disposed toward the junior college movement. An exception has
to be made, however,' of the department at Albany and of the colleges of New
England.

Our efforts thus far have been restricted to the building up of the standardized
two-year junior college, in which the customary foundational courses are
offered, leading later to the different baccalaureate degrees. But the figure
possibilities. of the junior college are much'greater. First of all, the junior
college will, I believe, reptiesent in its curriculum all that will hereafter be re-quired in the way of a general or cultufal education, and will be empowered to
confer a baccalaureate degree indicative of this fact. The senior college,. as
it bow exists, the graduate school, and the professional schools will constitute
the future universities, and provide specialized and professional training. As
for., the junior college itself, it is likely, I believe, in addition to the existing
type, to develop two other more or less distinct types, namely the vocational
colleges and the community college. In industrial, commercial, and agricultural
centers, colleges, as has been indicated in our discussions, m9Y easily
and naturally develop alohg lines that meet local needs. It seems to me Unit
there is no more danger that the applications of science to industry, conimerce,
and agriculture shall sink to an elementary level in the junior college than they
have in the past in a four-year college.

lipt I must hurry on to the community type of junior college. In every city
there is a class of fairly intelligent and truly aspiring men and women, who,
although unable to meet the typical college-entrance requirementi, can with
profit to themselves and society pursue many collegiate courses. This is shown
by the popularity of university extension work both in this country and in
Englatid. Municipalities owe the privilege of higher education equally to all, of its citizens who desire it. Furthermore, the perpetuation of democracy
demands a higher degree of intelligence in its citizenry than now exists. The
percentage- of college-trained men and women throughout the country to-day
is too low to maintain intelligent governing bodies. Destructive radicalism
is spreading simply because there is not intelligence sufficient to combat it.
Even in our small college we calf already see the liberalizing and stabilizing
effects of higher education. We have a comparatively large number et youth of
decided radical tendencies, who have become tolerant and moderate through thestudy of world history and politica) science, anNhe opportunity afforded for
a free discussion of social and civic, problems. And perhaps, many' of the
radicals in the world, who are advocating violence and revolution, require only
the illuminating and revealing light of history and science to be convinced oftheir error.

In spite of Adams's statement to the contrary, there are still some adults
who think and who aspire to clearer and wider thinking. It is from these
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that the public juniorlcollege will, get its clientele. As soon as possible, we
plan to offer evening courses of such variety and character as will attract
every man and woman desirous of improving his or bar general intelligence,
vocational status, or value as a citizen. In the cultural and recreational list
will be found coursep in 'foreign languages and literatures, drama and play
production, philosophy and ethics, hygien and sanitation. Upon the voca-
tiotal side we Ethan begin with attempts to interest young men in the scientific
aspects of banking, exchange. foreign exports, etc. In order to create leaders
of public opinion and efficient governmental employees, we shall offer popular
courses in political science and economics and also provide practical coopera-
tion with all governmental buretius and welfare agencies thiptighout the city:

'In some such ways will our junior collegjs become real chInnels of education,
!flake abundant returns to the communities for their cost and so justify us who
find in them the ho'pe of democracy.

President HustritnEys. Is it.necessary to have a high-school diploma to enter
'the Detroit Junior College?

.

Dean MAcKWxzw. No. Those who take the standardized courses for' uni-
versity credit do; but adults who are taking some of the cultural courses ilo not.

A MEMBER. Do youhave teachers who work in both unitsthe high school
and the college?

Dean MAcKzszns, Yes.
A MEMBER, .What do you'd° with the boy who has completed 15 units of high-

school work at the end of his third year? - .

Dean MACKENZIE. Usually we permit him to take a combined course in school

and college. He is given his high-school diploma at the end of the first semester.
A MEMBER. How de you meet the objection that some colleges raise to en-

rolling high-school pupils in college classes?
Dean MACKENZIE. We regard such students as virtual graduates. At any

rate, they have completed the usual prescribed 15 units for admission to college,

find are therefore in the same class as students who enter college on examination
in lieu of a diploma or recommendation.

A MEMBER. Do you admit high-school pupils with fewer than 15 units to
college classes?

Dean MACKENZIE. Very rarely. We may possibly have had five or six during
the past year. We do this only in courses that are regarded as of eitheehigh-
school or college grade, such as solid geometry or trigonometry ; or advanced
course in modern languages in which the enrollment is usually small. The high-
school pupils must he stronger than the average because of the heavier load
they carry. The speed of college classes is supposedly twice that of the high-
school classes.

,,President Hri.L. I feel that the break does not come in the normal place when

we separate high-school pupils of the upper classes from sophomores in the
college, but sometimes we have to do things not exactly as we would like. I
feel the junior college should have the two Sears it has now and the two years
below that; then the troubles would be removed, but we are in a situation
where we have to do our hest with certain mechanical restrictions.

If we e to -reorganize the educational system, as the gentleman from
Detroit ggests, I realize that not only in the classroom but also in the dormi-

tories fo he eleventh and twelfth years, the difficultlei would disappear, but

we are like y to have some mechanical difficulties in this period of adjustment.
° With regard to the restrictions on high-school students doing college .work,

I. think that it is one of the important things to adhere to just now ; a new
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° institution must sometimes lean over backward. I had .a recent experience
when a question arose from one of the teachers' colleges in regal-d to steno4-
raphy and typewriting as college subjects. I can not get it through any head
that it is thinking work; any pupil can learn to use a typewriter.

A little While or I saiil that the vocational junior college naturally dropped
out of line in its relations with the university ; that is. not to say that I do not
believe in vocational work of junior evallege grade, bit L do say that those who
go into strictly vocational work will find that what is done at that stage does
not fit in with the technical professional work done in the' junior, senior, and
graduate years of the university and that they do not belong anywhere in par-
ticular, but will have to do just the best tley can.

-

CLOSING SESSION, AFTERNOQN OF JUL'!.
THE CURRICULUM OF THE JUNIOR COLLEGE.

By F. M. Mel/owEt.i., Graceland College.

'In replytt request for reasons for their organization, I received replies
from 54 ate junior colleges. Ranked in the order of frequency mentioned,
these asons -ere as follows: (1) To provide opportunities for higher educa-
tion under church control; (2) to furnish a completion school for those who
call not go, further; (3) financial difficulty of maintaining a four-year course;
(4) desire of students for college work near home; (5) to meet entrance
requirements for professional schools; (6) to prdvide vocational training in
advance of high school; and (7) to provide additional opportunities for teacher
training.

In a word,. the private junior college is an outgrowth of the demand that the
traditional small denbfninational college be given a place in our educational
system; acplace at which American boys and girls just completing high school
can secure at least two years of higher education in small groups under dose
supervision. I believe that this type, of junior college is here to stay.

We may safely say that this new type of institution has come IntovexistenCe
not so much to furnish entirely new content material for instruction as to meet
certain administrative needs in high school, college, normal school, and univer-
sity. There seems to have been little demand for new`subjects but rather for
an extension of the opportunities for securing that which was already being
taught, together. with a cbtiser supervision by either home or church of such
instrtictio.

If this statenfent is true, the curriculum of the junior college may well be
expected to he quite,,similar to that of the first two years of any standard col-
lege course, the important question, being the increased availOility of -such
courses and the closer supervision of the immature youth while pursuing them.

We should not overlook, however, the demand that the junior college should
he a completion or vocational school. furnishing instruction in vocational sub-
jects in ativahee of anything offered in the high school. These points will,alSo
have an important bearing upon the junior college curriculum.

Another problem bearing upon the course of study presents itself: What do
students who enter the junior college 4xpect to receive while there? I have
divided such students into four groups: (a) Those who expect to continue
their liberal arts work in some standard college or university upon graduation
from the junior college; (b) those who expect to enter certain professional
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schools such as law, medicine, engineering, and dentistry ; (c) those who
expect to enter some definite vocational line such as teaching; (d) those who
consider the junior college as a finishing school and thus the end of their
education.

(a) Clearly those who expect to continue their work as liberal arts students
its some standard college or university will want' to find in the junior college
those subjects usually taught in the freshman and sophomore .courses of the
standard college, so that they may enter the junior year without loss. What
these courses are is pretty well agreed upon. They include English, foreign
languages, natural sciences, social sciences, and mathematics, with English
usually required and a certain minimum and makimum amount permitted from
the other departments.

Although no definite statistics are available, the indications are that a large
per cent of junior college students fall in this class. In replies to a question-
naire, 41 per cent of the graduates of 53 private junior colleges in the years
1915-1917, inclusive, continued work in some higher institution, while 73 per
cent of the graduates of 12 public junior colleges for the same years later
enrolled in four-year higher institutions. ,It is not clear, however, whether all
of these took the regular liberal arts work.'

At any rate, we are safe in assuming that a large, per cent of the curriculum
of the junior college will he a duplication of the courses usually given in the
first two years of the standard college or university.

(b) A second group of students found in the junior colleges are those who
expect to enters some professional school after completing two years-of college
work. If the subjects which they demand differ at all from those demanded
by the first gropp, it will be due to the entrance requireMents of the particular
professional schools which they expect to enter.

An examination of the entrance requirements, specified by typical professional,
schools, reveals very little variation from those required Ifor admission to the
junior year of the liberal arts course. In other words, professional schools
seem to be of the opinion that the first two years of standard college work,
consisting of general cultural courses, constitute the beat preparation for pro-
gessional work. There is, however, some variation to this rule. Medical schools
emphasize the science courses in the first two years. Law schools ask More
than the normal amount of social sciences. Engineering schools likewise ask
more mathematics. All of these subjects are, however, standard liberal arts
subjects, and to meet these varidts demands the junior college must offer a
variety of such courses with opportunity for choice on the part of the student,
this choice to be determined by future needs. For this group we shall need.
then,. a junior college curriculum which differs very little from that demanded
by the regular college students.

(c) Next we have to consider those students who expect to find in the
junior college definite vocational courses adequate to assure to them a position
upon graduation. Perhaps the best example of this group is the teacher train-.
ing group.

Some people will argue that choice of vocations should not he made until the
junior year, hence we should Offer no great amount a definite vocational work
in the junior college. Perhaps there is much merit in this argument. On the
other hand, an individual who has completed a four-year high-school course
and has had two yeah of college work, including a large amount of -definite
vocational training, is far above the average for the country as a Whole. Will
not the teacher trained in the junior college be far above the average teacher?
The Bureau Of Education reports that the average for all public-school teachers
in America is abOut the eleventh grade or third year of high school. In the
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face such facts, may it not he argued that the junior college may well offercou professional training for teachers? May the same not be true alsofor vtications?

Wou it not be a mistake, however, to encourage the student to take voca-tional courses which are of very little value in themselves or are in no way .likely to prepare him for advanced work in the same line or in similar lines?Could not courses be arranged and taught so as to furnish at one and the sametime certain vocational training, cultural training, as well as preparation foradvanced fields? For example, at Grace land College we offer 15 hours ofprofe sional training for teachers. Upon completing this .work the studentis gi n a third-grade State certificate. These same courses are so taught,hove er, as to have a general educational value had will trisolbe counted asstandard liberal arts courses should the student decide to enter the universityat a later date.
Therefore, the so-called vocational courses of the junior college may well

have a dual value: first, to raise the average for,the amount of training usually
required in the several vocations; and, second, to Cirnish preparation foradvanced work in various fields. At present, this dual application. as pointedout above, has been worked out best in the field of teacher training. Mightit not also be worked out for such coursesIns domestic science and businesstraining or commercial branches? A large number of the junior colleges foryoung women are giving courses in domestic science for college credit. Alittle later I shall refer to other attempts along this line.

(4) There is still a fourth group of students in the junior college, namelythose who consider it atistenishing school, a place Where they complete theirgeneral tultural educa n. .
My investigation shows that about 60 pet cent of the graduates of the privatejunior colleges and 40 per cent of thOse of the public junior colleges failed

to continue in higher institutions for the years 1915-1917. This conditionindicates that a large number of students regard the junior college as a finish-ing school. Just what courses such students should have is an open question;perhaps those of a vocational nature such as suggested above. I notice achange of attitude, however, in regard to the so-called finishing schools that
may have a definite bearing upon the curriculum. I quote as follows fromthe recent catalogue, ,of one of the lending junior colleges of Missouri:"Students, upon entering other institutions, were often embarrassed to findthat their degrees were awjete misnomers. Private schools for women, ofthe so-called finishing t, e, were particularly at fault in this regard." Toremedy this situation was the object of this particular institution. Thesolution was found in the junior college fully accredited by the State uni-versity for two full years of college work.

Another catalogue says: " College has been in the forefront ofmodern women's schools in breaking away from the traditional lines of the
old-fashioned finishing school."

This tendency indicates a decreasing number of students who regard the
junior college as a "finishing school" of the old sort. On the other hand,suppose that a large numter of students leave school after completing thejunior collegecourse. Is not this a marked improvement for a "nation ofsixth graders"? Would that thousands more of our citizens could complete ajunior college course.- At present only 10 per cent ever complete high school.

In determining what the junior college curriculum should-be it may be ofvalue to find out what it actually is, I therefore prese4t herewith some tables
showing the subjects offered in 19 Public and 28 private junior colleges for theacademic year 1917-18.
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TABLE 1.Subjects offered by 19 public junior colleges, listed in crder
frequency.

of

English_ 19 Sociology 4History 19 Electrical engineering 4Mathematics Astronomy 4Chemistry 10 Agriculture 8French 18 Education 3German 15 Physiology 8Spanish
Physics

13
13

Hygiene
General engIncvriug -1 , 2

2Economics 13 Architecture
12 Italian 1Psychology

Zoology .._ 10
Entomology
l)racuatics 1.

1Botany_ 9 Printing , 1Biology 8 Plumbing 1Mechanical drawing 8 Physiography__
*law

1
Machine shop 7 Elementary 1rt- 7 Journalism_ 1Home economics if 7 Mineralogy_ 1Commerce_
Philosphy

8 Civil engineering_
Mechanical engineering_ . 1

1Public speaking_
Surveying___.

5
5

Norwegian
Ethics and logic_ 3 1

1Music 5
Greek 5 Total 302
Geology 4

TABLE 2.Subiccts offered by 28 prirate junior colleges; listed in order
frequency.

of

English .,
History
Mathematics -
Latin
German
Chemistry
Physics
Botany
Bible-
Psychology

a Education .

28
28

F__ 28
,28

25
24
19
18
18
17

Zoology
Biology
Public speaking
Sociology
Ethics and logic
Italian
Physiology
Agriculture
Art
t;eology
Journalism

9
6
6
6
6
5
5
4
4

11
,- Economics_ 18 Hebrew 2

Spanish 15 Commerce 1Greet .,- 14 Machine shop 1
French 12 Hygiene 1Philosophy 11 Astronomy_ 1
Home economies_ 11
Music 9 'total 401

TABLE 3.Vocational subjects offered by 19 public junior colleges.

Mechanical drawing
Machine shop

8
7

Printing -'Plumbing
1
1

Home economics 7 Elementary lave 1
Commerce
Surveying
Electrical engineering_

5
4

JournAlism
Civil engineering' -.Mechanicalengineering

1

\I
Agriculture
Education

8
8 Total 58General engineering 2 I'er cent of total_ 17.5

Architecture 2

TABLE 4.Vocatinnal subjects offered by 28 prirate junior colleges.

Education 11
Home economics 11
Agriculture 4
Journalism
Commerce_
Machine shop . 1

Total
Per cent of total 9

An examination of the foregoing tables enables one to draw some interesting
conclusions:

1. The traditional freshman and sophomore college subjects rank highest
in frequency Of mention. The 11 highest subjects in tbp private junior
colleges are: English, history, mathematics, German, chemistry, physics,
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botany, Bible, psychology, and education. The 10 highest in the public insti-
tutions are: English, history, mathematics, chemistry, French, German, eco-
nomics. Spanish, physics, and Latin. From this table it is easy to see that-
English, history, mathematics, science, and foreign language constitute the
bttlk of the curriculum in both types of institutions.

2. A.other feature worthy of notice is the extent to which these institu-
lions have introduced vocational courses. In Table 3, there is presented a
list of vocational subjects offered by 19 public junior colleges. It will
be noticed that such subjects constitute 17.5 per cent of the entire curriculum
of these schools. In Table 4, the same facts are shown for the 28 private
junior colleges. Here the vocational subjects constitute only 9 per cent of
the total curriculum. Of the vocational subjects in the public junior colleges
the five' highest are: Mechanical drawing, machine shop, home economics,
coipmerm and surveying. .0f these offered in the piivate schools the three
highest are education, home economics, and agriculture. Of the 28 private junior
colleges mentioned, 17 offered courses in education.

3. It may be of interest to mention the fact that although 54) per cent of
the graduates of these private junior olleges did not go on to higher insti-
tutions. only 9 per cent of their curricula was vocational. On the other

. hand, only 27 per cent of the graduates of the public junior colleges failed to
enter higher institutions yet 17.5 per cent of 'their curricula was vocational,
in nature.

A fourth question that may be a determining factor in nib. planning of
11 curriculum for the junior college is: What is the probable future of the
junior college? After sonic study of this problem d am ready to state that,
in my opinion, the junior college is here to stay as a definite factor in our edu-
cational system, provided, however, It finds tts place and keeps it, What Is
place?

The chief justification ,of the junior college is thin it extends to American
youth increased opportunities for securing a higher education nearer home
or under closer supervision at less expense. The junior college is bring-
ing to the very door of thousands of our high-school graduates the oppor-
tunity to secure at least the first two years of a college education and
meanwhile to rind themselves and their chosen field. So long as our uni-
versities are overcrowded, so long as only 2 per cent of our citizens ever
enter college, so long as we remain only a Nation of sixth graders, surely
there is a place for such an institution as the junior college. To keep its
important place, the junior college -should insist upon high standards . foradmission awl for graduation. It should offer work which is clearly of
college grade. It should permit nothing to interfere with its ideals; close
supervision on the part of a well-trnined faculty with students in small
groans. If it attempt'S vocational training it should be with the same high
standards. I7nder such control the future of the junior_college is assured.

s a* result of this study, I conclude.:
1. That the hulk of the curriculum of the junior college should be 'com-

posed of those subjects generally recognized as suitable for the first two years
of standard college work. These include: English, natural science, social
science, mathematics, and foreign language.

2. That in order to meet the needs ,of the preprofessional group, sufficient
opportunity should he given for choice among these departments to meet the
entrance reqt&irements of particular professional schools. For example, a

-prenielical student should have plenty of opportunity to take courses in the
naturarsciences. A student contemplating engineering rants all the mathe-,,
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matics he can get. All of these subjects would, of course, be pursued under
strictly standard college conditions.

3. That some vocational courses should be offered, but that these should
be of a high 'grade, offering not only vocational training but having general
cultural value, as well as acting as stepping-stones to something higher.
Teacher-training work is now being offered in a number of schools on ,this
basis. Courses in commerce, home economics, agriculture, and even various
lines of engineering might well be worked out upon this basis.

4. That in all this work junior colleges should maintain ilia- standards,
such as thoie specitied by the fNorth Central Association of Colleges- and
Secondary Schools.

5. That no junior college should attempt to offer more than it is qualified
to do With maximum efficiency.

Such a plan seems to me to have the following advantages:
(1) It would assure the confidence and continued support 0'.1 the part of

the State universities in the various States. Experience seems to justify
the conclusion that univefsities would be very slow to accept variation from
the above standard,

(2) It would justify public taxes for the support of higher education of this
type.

(3) It would merit on the part of private junior colleges continued financial
support from their respective constituents.

(4) It would, in a word, assure the junior college a definite and permanent
place in the educational system of the future.

PresidentNorrstNon What do the teacher-training courses include?
Dean McDowm.r.. They Inc:lude general psychology, 6 semester hours; the

history and principles of education, 5 hours; and a course in administrative
methods. and practice teaching, 5 semester hours. These are recognized for
university credit and if the students do any teaching they also get credit
for that work.

Miss Rm. The University of Missouri recognizes six hours of psychology,
but the course in methods is only recognized at the university, if students enter
the school .of education, toward a B. S. degree.

JUNIOR COLLEGES AS COMPLETION SCHOOLS.

By CHARLES S. STEWART, of Crane Junior College, Chicago, M.

I look upon the junior -college largely from the point of view of solving
practical situations as they arise, rather than as a link in the editicaliolini
Olin. From that point of view alone the junior college will have sufficient
reason for all the courses that it may offer and sufficient reason for its ex-
istence: The so-called " gaps" in the educational system Seem to me to be
desirable. I refer to those we have heard endless discussions aout in so many
Meetings, as that awful abyss between the eighth grade and the high school,
and between tilt high school and the college.

I traveled with a fourth-year class into Crane Junior College and noted a
wonderful transformation in two months. These young fellows within I knew
as high-school seniors had approached the freshman work in college from an
entirely different point of view. While in- the high-school work they seemed
to be boys, they seemed to me to be men when they took up the college work.
I might perhaps more easily have understood that, If in college I had met
them mulling from some other high school. Therefore, this question of an,
educational plan to be carried out through a certain number of years does
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not appeal to me as vital. I would not hesitate to say that It would be agood thing t have graduation exercises after each year's work ; the 'boy could
then go out nd say " I have finished that year's work." He would certainlybe in a bet r position, if he did not go on in high school, than one who hasto say " I ave started high school and quit." The same principle applies in
college w k. .

IVe ha students in Crane Junior College ranging from 16 to 33 years of
age, and we have quite a number of married men in the institution who sup-port a ife and child while they are going to college, by working extra hours.
Of cox , psychologically, these older men are unfit to take that freshman
college vork ; but some way or ,other both the young men and the older make
good.

The bjective, it seems to me, is Meta; for citizenship in the United States
and wl ile that problem has been touched upon here to-day- it is the only one that
has a been discussed and it is one on which I feel very'srrongly-as citizenand ti oiler because of the type of students that I come hi contact with from
day t day. Crane Junior College is located on the west side of the city, inthat gion where there are a great many students who are either foreigners
or wl ose parents came from foreign lands, and who speak a foreign language.-
Man, of the students speak English with difficulty ; many of thein can not Say" wit 1; " and, except with constant effort, it is impossible to correct their
:Ape( h. We have many of That type who have keen minds, and we can not"fa " them in English as many of them *rite well. Although they are' not
per vtion in their work In English, if they are keen mentally they succeed;
the are in earnest.

,e Crane Junior College was organized under the supervision of theUn versity of Illinois because so many Crane high-school graduates went there
fo their engineering work. is a high school in which

y work preparatory to an engineering course is given. The college, of
e lese, asimits students from other high schools upon their graduation and the
p esentation of a diploma, women as well as men. It was started to enable

ys to. (io the first two years of college work at home and thus make it pos-
hle for them to finish their:work at the university. We'have also preparatory
ork for the medical schools of-the city of Chicago where our boys go with-
ut condition, provided they take the zoology course of the Junior college.
Ve have had a hard tight, for we. have been in the shadow of three universities

that are not ptone to accept our work unless it is of a high grade.
We can meet the need of the community, for the large percentage of the-boys who do the two years of college work go into some line of business.

The- possibilities are great in a city the size of Chicago, and a young man
with two years of college has a wonderful opportunity. Many go into someform of salestuAnship.and it is surprising how they succeed. Two years ofcollege is certainly better than none for these young men.

I have already mentioned the keenness of some of these boys from the foreign-
language sections. They are tremendously anxious to get on in Hie world, par-
ticularly Jewish boys, and they work day and night to stay in college; many
work six hours, from 4 o'clock on, in order to stay in. So there is the economic
problem, which is a very important one In a great city.

I met a boy the other day who-went away to one ()tour large universities
last' year and he said, " I am coming back; I spent $900 in one year ; and ifI want to go to college I have to come hack." He is going to Crane next year.I want to tell you that many of our boys can not spend the money to go tothe large universities and the next best thing is the junior college. It means

104375-21-4
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an extension of college work to boys who are very capable and who would
otherwise never see the inside of a college building or take a single course
of university -curriculum. Ii this country is to develop as a democracy, the
jun!or college is the means ljy which a college education will be carried to the
masses who can not affordi to spend money at the institutions founded by
tuillioliakvs. .

Afr. HAINTER. Do I understand that a student who takes counnereal work
may enter the school of commerce, a department in the university, as with
junior .standing? I should like to know what subjects in that preliminary
work are of a technical characterwhat commercial studies are credited in
the universitlis and are not included in the standard courses such as the first
two years of Minnesota.

Mr. STEWART. Our course is a duplicate of the required ytudies in the course
in commerce at the University of Illinois. At first wZ:' had dllicuity with the
university about having our junkit college work accepted, because, as ib.many
other things, we approach the subject from a different point of view. Our course.
includes certain types of bookkeeping, accounting, and commercial law, not the
commercial law that the high school takes or even that offered in the law
school; certain courses in economics and commercial geography. It approaches
more nearly the University of Illinois' course than that of the University of
Cilicugo, because the latter approaches the subject from a different p!nt of
view. The junior college also offers what would be regarded as a. first course
in psychology In the university, which many of our students who have finished
Crane take'and which they make lit(e of as teachers in manual training. We
have sent- jun!or college men into a number of States in the Northwest to teach
manual training because el (heir intensive training in high school; none of
them have retured failures To far as I know, but have succeeded as teachers.

President SERENA.. Do-I understand that the Crane Junior College is fostered,..... .
by the University of Illinhis?

Mr. SuwAirr. I should not be misunderstood there. The courses-were or-
ganized under their direction wail under very drive inspection of the faculty
of the University of Illinois. That is the only connection barring the fact that
the university is very much overcrowded in the first year and is very glad
indeed to "shunt" sonic of its students into other institutions where they can
get trlaug for the senior college in engineeriiii,

President SERENA. Is there no other college where similar work is done?
Mr. s TM ART. I fancy they supervise the work of other junior colleges, such

its the Joliet Junior College. The Bradley Polytechnic Institute is affillated
with the University of Chicago.

Me, ItAl N TER. 1 offer a suggestion Ont. might explsin the situation in Chi-
cog° In regard to the Crane School. It so happens- that the University of Chi-

\cago does not have an engineering department, therefore those young men who
were doing the technical work in the Lane and in the Crane Technical Iligh
Schools hand to seek work elsewhere MPH in Chicago, so this very close affiliation
was brought about with the University of Illinois.

In respect to the commercial work, I um very notch interested in your affilia-
tion with the University of Illinois. I am anxious to know if the university
gives credit for work done in elementary bOokkeeping, such'as given in hiih.
schools; and also whether they vitt allow you to give subjec that were emu-
money given in schools of commerce In the universities. A of us who ,are
interested in the University of MiSsouri realize that it will nth it students on a!,
basis of 60 hours of 'college work. In a group of elective- WO students have
ample opportunity to select those *subjects. that will fit in wi \h the school of

.
\

1
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commerce, but the University of Missouri has not .recognized other technical
subjects taught by the junior colleges.

President Hsu. I should like to say just a word to clarify the situation. We
are preparing young men to enter certain professional schools. 'We give a
man who is to enter a medical school a certain course. Now to meet the situa-
tion for any medical! school he must do 8 or 10 hours of biological science; he
must do 8 or 10 hours of physics, and 8 or 10 hours of chemistry. An engineer-
ing student must also take the particular work required 41thim.

Mr. STEWART. When a student wishes to enter a medical school we tell him
that he must have such and such studies in order to enter. -Likewise we state
that students in engineering must take set courses in drawing, etc., to enter
the engineering school. The Crane Technical High Schoo! is the oldest institu-
tion of itS.kitid in the State; for years its students went to the University of
Illinois before there wns a thought of a junior college so that before we-at-
tempted to organize the junior college there was a close affiliation, and our boys
and established a good record at Illinois. I think it is fair to any that the
lAine Technical High School developed more along the lingo! vocational work;
Crane has adhered to preparing men for university courses along technical lines.

REPORT OF THE COVMITTEE ON PERMANENT ORGANIZATION.
Miss REID. As the result of the work of the committee on the organization

of the junior colleges,1 the following recommendations to propose:
I. That a meeting os organization of junior colleges be held in Chicago

t.".

on the Friday and Saturday preceding the annual meeting of the Department
of Superintendence of the NationAl Education Association in February, 1921.

2. That we admit to temporary membership those junior colleges that are
accredited by recognized accrediting agencies, Faith as State -universities, State
departments of education and .voluntary regional associations such as the
North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools and the Aiski
elation of Colleges and Secondary Schools of the Southern States.

3. That the following committees he appointedby the president of the asso-
ciation to report at the first meeting of the association : (1) Constitution
and bylaws: ttl.) standards of justior colleges; (3) junior college curriculum.

4. Mutt the following persons he nominated as officers of the, association:
President. David MacNezie: vice-president, T. \V. Raymond ; secretary-treas-
urer, Martha McKenzie held.

Professor WYNN. I am heartlily in favor of every word that Is in the report,
but I feel it would be absolutely necessary, in order to keep from cutting out
one-balf or one-third or one-fourth of the institutions which ought to be
recognized in this body, that institutions that are recognized by other agencies
should also be considered as members of this association. If such a statement
is not made, it would cut out the possibility of any institution in the State
of Timinessee becoming a member of this association. I do not know what
words should' he put in. but we will cut out a number of institutions that
rightly belong.

President THOMPSON. I sbould have supplemented the wording of the report
by explaining thaetwe adopted the standard named in that report, purely for
the temporary organizations. You will note that there are committees ap:
Pointed for the _purpose of drafting a constitution, and to consider the' defini-
tion of standtsfds for junior colleges.

After extended discussion it was voted to amend the section relating to
temporary membership in the association by adding the words:
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" And such other Junior colleges as have had their, students admitted with-
-out examination to the junior classes of the four-year colleges and universities
which have been accredited by any 6rthe above-mentfoned agencies."

The other sections of the committee's report were then adopted seriatim.
Dean MacKenzie was introduced by Chairman Wood as president of the new

organization, whereupon he addressed the meeting as follows:
President MACKENZIE. I certainly appreciate the honor, and I hope I appre-

ciate the responsibility of the position to which you have elected. me. I shall
make it my business to acquaint myself with the Junior colleges throughout the
country in this- association. I will endeavor to understand their various needs,
and do what I can to bring about harmonious and profitable relations among
them. I certainly will put forth my best efforts in this matter and bespeak for
myself and my associates your earnest and harmonious' support.

President THOMPSON. I think we should provide something for President
MacKenzie and the secretary-treasurer to work with. We taVe announced that
we are going to have a big meeting, as large as we can make it, at Chicago, in
February, and there is no way to acquaint the various colleges of that meeting
without letters and circulars to them. There are also to be three committees
formed, and they will have a good deal of work to do, and we have not pro-
vided the wherewithal, though we have provided the officers.

ve, therefore, that all the colleges represented in this meeting be assessed
as an initial fee in the temporary organization.
The motion was carried.
President THOMPSON. At this time I think it is highly proper to introduce

the following motion: That this conference of representatives from the junior
colleges here assembled express its greet apprecia on of the constant and
thorough interest that Commissioner Claxton has f any years shown in the
development of the junior college, and, further, that we thank him for making
possible a meeting of this kind.

The motion was carried unanimously.
President RAYMOND. I move that this assembly also express its great appre-

ciation of the services which Dr. 2ook has rendered us in arranging for and con-
ducting the conference.

The motion was unanimously carried.
Dr. Zoox. Since the inception of this Idea of h ding a conference of repre-

sentatives of the junior colleges, I have not 11 ghtest -doubt that it was
going to be a successful meeting, and I may s t4very hope that I had in
the beginning has more than been fulfilled.

It is a part of the'function of the. Bureau of Education to, stimulate and
promote educational movements. We do not have in this country a centralized
educational system. The support of edueation is chiefly a State and local
matter. However, I very much hope that you and all persons who have to dt

I wit% education throughout the United States ,,:nr be active in supporting what.
ever measures are brought before the country to give to the Bureau of Educa
tion, and to other national educational agencies, those funds which will enable
them better to promote the cause of education.

MEMBERS OF THE CONFERNCE.

BaInter, Edward M., principal, Junior College of Kansas City, Mo./
Bolcom, W. G., superintendent of -schools, Rochester, Minn.
Bowman, J. Hall, president, M =r
Brown, J. Stanley, president,
Buenger, Theodore, president
Fleagle, Fred K., deant.Marion

College, Meridian; Tex.
Illinois State Normal School, DeKalb, Ilk

ifl College, St Paul Minn.
uie, Marion, Ala..
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Harmon. J. C., president, Cottey Junior College. Nevada, Mo.
Hawkins, W..1., field secretary, Washington University. St. Louis, Mo.
Hill, A. Ross, president, University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.
Humphreys, John S., president, College of Marshall, Marshall, Tex.Lee, E. ., vice president, Christian College, Columbia, Mo.
Loomis, Burt W., president, Marvin College, Fredericktown, Mo.
Love. E. S., president, Louisburg College, Louisburg, N. C.
McDowell, F. M., dean, Grace land College, La oni. Iowa.' Mad Kenzie. David, dean, IJetroit Junior College, Detroit, Mich.
Million, John W., president, Hardin College, Mex o, Mo.
Million, Mrs. Helen Lovell, dean, Hardin College, Mexico, Mo..
Noffsinger, H. G., pmscident, Virginia Intermont College, Bristol, Va.Raymond, T. W., -president, Mississippi Synodical College, Holly Springs, Miss.Raymond, Mrs. T. W., Jelly principal, Mississippi Synodical

College, Holly Springs, MIss.Reid: Martha MacKenzie, dean, William Woods College, Fulton, Mo.Ryan. W. Carson, jr., educational editor, New York Evening Post, New York.Serena, Joseph A. president, William Woods College, Fulton; Mo.
'Shurnway, Royal R., professor, University of '.Minnesota, Minneapolis, Mihn...Smith, C. E., professor and registrar. Blackburn College, Carlinville,Smith, L. W., superintendent, Joliet Junior College, Joliet, Ill.
Stephens; E. W., president board of curators, Stephens Junior College, Columbia, Mo,Stewart, C. S., professor, Crane Junior College, Chicago, ill,
Templin, Lucinda de L., dean, Lindenwood College, St. Charles, Mo.
Thompson, Richard R., president, Crescent College, Eureka Springs, Ark.Winfield, G. F., president, Wesley College, Greenville, Tex.Wood, James M., president, Stephens'Junior College, Galumbla, Mo.Wynn, W. T., professor, Middle TennesseeNormal Sc 001, Murfreesboro, Tenn.Zook, George F., specialist in higher education, United States Bureau of Education,Washington, D. C.
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Part II.

EXTRACTS FROM PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIRST
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIA-
TION OF JUNIOR COLLEGES. CHICAGO, ILL.,
FEBRUARY 16, 17, 1921.

THE IMPORTANCE OF STANDARDIZATION AND COORDINATION
OF JUNIOR COLLEGES.

By ARTHUR KYLE DAVIS, President of Southern College (Junior), Petersburg, Va.

My idea of the curriculum of the junior college is like Mrs. Malaprop's con-
ception of Cerberus, "Three gentlemen At. once." It should be a tripartite ar-
rangement for the reason that it has the definitely planned for three distinct
classes of students and has-to bear definite relation to three distinct ends.

The junior college course should be' related to the standard college as a
liberal arts course; it should he, related to practical affairs as a vocational
course; and it should be related to society as a social or finishing course.

In the opinion of the " cognoscenti ". as the college or university is the
zenith of shining intellectual excellence, so the finishing rhool is the nadir.
of abysmal intellectual darkness: If any other ordinary term would connotejust what is meant, the abhorred title might he omitted. But the fact is that
the finishing schooland-the finishing school., aloneMeans an institution that
frankly prOclaims that there is a special training needed for society as well
as for intellectual leadership or for practical affairs, and the finishing school
alone plans its courses with a view to social efficiency and leadership rather
than to mire scholarship or to practical efficiency. May not the junior college
curriculum embrace such courses? May not music and.art and dramatics, ex-
pression- and dancing, be combined with our quantum of liberal 'arts for a fin-
ishing or sociM course as appropriately as we may combine with this quantum

- the practical courses in stenography, typewriting, mechanical drawing, and ac-counting fdr a vocational course?
Just what form this social course should take is a matter for careful and

unprejudiced consideration. If the general opinion in my own State is in line
with the consensus of opinion throughout the country, it is probable that the
course proposed will provide at least for the cultural side and fp7 the vocational
side. Even this bifurcation of the junior college course Movies a decided change
in the opinions of educators. When the junior college norm was first establishedin Virginia, there was a decided tendency to hold the course sternly to one line,to a mere duplication of the first two years of college work. But in the lastfew years a new and less narrow tendency is evident with us.

This part of my subjecta plea for the broadening of the cohtent of thecoursemay be properly closed with an extract from a letter written to me by
49
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Harris Hart, the able superintendent of public institutions of Virginia. He
says : 6

I believe that a course can be mapped out which would embrace a sufficient
amount of academic and scientific material to be a safe substitute for the first
two years of a standard collegy course, and at the seine time have a sufficient
amount of distinctive material, either vocational or profef&sional, which Would
give the graduate immediate preparation for professional oevocational work.
If this can he successfully (lone, I would be inclined to say that the functiOn of
the junior -college was, first of all, to prepare rather definitely for some Voca-
tion, or for some definite place in society, and at the same time preserve In
this preparation afiequate material from the standatd four year course m
-make the transition to the third year of the standard college at least possible,
if It be not particularly easy.

This letter seems to me to contain the very essence of the plan that I have
outlined and to correspond with my suggestion of a tripartite course of study.
Mr. Hart mentions three things as the function of the junior college: (1) To
prepare for some vocation (vocational course) ; (2) to prepare for some place
in society (social course) ; (3) to pre-pare adequately for third year of college
(cultural course).

Let us consider briefly the liberal arts or humanistic content that should
be included in each junior collite course, whether cultural, vocational, or
social. Following the usual system of groups and group-electives and electives
at large, I beg to submit for your consideration a plan that seems to me to
be suited to jimior colleges and applicable in every case.

The liberal-arts course may be divided into 'six groups, as in our State
university. These groups are: Group 1, languages; Group 2, mathematics;
Group 3, science; and Grob') 4, Kraal sciences; Group 5, English; Group 6,
philosophical spiel ices.

Let the student be rErquired to take two courses (or six-year hours) in
English, and one course (or three-year hours) in four of the five remaining
groups, making a minimum total of 18-year hours in group electives (or 19
to 21 year hours if science is chosen, according to the two or six hours given
to laboratory work).,

As the graduation requirement for the junior college is 3b-year hours of
college work and as this plan assigns a minimum of 18 hours to group elec-
tives, 12 hours of work are left open for any electives at large that may be
chosen. Thus, nearly one-half of the junior college work may be devbted to
any subjectscultural, vocational, or socialthat the student may elect.
The student planning to ap for the bachelor's degree in a standard college
will necessarily choose his Iectives at large from the courses offered in the
six college groups, while th vocational or social student will be at liberty
to choose tiny courses in any special groups suited to his purpose that may,
be offered by the junior college he attends.

Fundamentally, this plan of group electives, and electives at large is in full
accord with the present college plan. The only innovation is in the sugges-
tion to extend the range of the electives at large, so that it may .embrace
vocational and social or fine arts courses, as well as liberal arts courses. The
effect of this plan rould be to standardize, to coordinate, awl to give recog-
nition to special courses already offered by many junior colleges. The stand-
ard already set would b# maintained. The junior college would still be re-
quired to offer 30-year hours of approved liberal arts or college work, but
only the prospective B. A or B. S. student would be required to take the
full 80: hours of college work. The special, vocational, or social (or finishing)
student would then take only 18. to- 21 hours of liberal arts or college' work,
keeping ft or 12 hours to be devoted to practical or social courses approved
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as electives at large. The plan offers a simple solution of the vexed question
of recognition or credit for courses that now are beyond the college pale.

This question concerns the junio1.- college alone. The standard college is not
necessarily a Nifty in Interest. There is absolutely no change In the course of
study 'thinned for the student that goes from junior college to standard college.
For him. the full 30-year hours is devoted to college work. All his study Is in
the liberal arts and his courses, group-electives and electives-at-large are fully
in line with the college undergraduate courses for tfie bachelor's degree. Hence.
there is no reason for the junior college to refer the matter td the standard
colleges, save for the purpose of asking their valued advice in a matter of
moment in education.

If such a plan were adopted by this association. the whole matter.of curricu-
lum would be simplified. It would be necessary only to select and to outline
the additional group cburses, from which the 12 hours of electives-at-large
might be chosen. Sooner or later this wider range of choice must he allowed..
Our sons and daughters are taking vocational and social courses from sheer
need or interest, credit or no credit. Let us put the junior college on a twen-
tieth- century basis. Let us do It to-day.

.

A CHANGE OF GYMNASIA TO JUNIOR COLLEGES.
By Tam. Brustaia, President of Concordia College, St. Paul, Minn.

In order to exercise the most far-reaching influence on the early German
immigrants in this country the American Lutheran Church was obliged to have
edoca.ted leaders who were proficient in both languages, English and German.
This bilingual education was given at schools that trace their origin bark to
1839. The curricula of the German humanistic gYinnasta were adopted at that
time and adhered to until now, quite independently of the development of other
schools in this country. We have nine of these institutions from the Atlanticto pc Pacific. Our changed aims and conditions naturally demanded some
alterations in the curriculum. Our pupils ,entered some years older and intel-
lectually farther advanced than the beginners In the German gymnasia. head
of 9 years they were 14 or 15 years old. English and German had to be carried
through the entire six yearsthrt was the length of the course. The typical
course of one of the American gymnasia for the six years comprised the follow-
ing subjects: English. 22 periods; German, 22; Latin. 36;. Greek, 20; Hebrew,
5; hisitory, 12; mathematics, 18; sciences. 12; and 'religion, 12. These figures
should he doubled for semester hours. All of these studies were taken by every
student every year, excepting Greek and Hebrew, which were given the last
four or two years, respectively. No degrees were conferred ; the claims in the
catalogues were modest to a fault. The schools were all boarding schools, and
the students were under supervision during their time out of classes. Social
and athletic diversions were not overdone. The 'intellectual advancement of
the young men was equal to the gains obtained in a high school and in the first
two years of college.

You can readily understand that there was a certain drawback in this system_
differing In nomenclature and courses from the one in vogue. There was no
lack of real training and education of mind and heart. The aims that were
striven for were attained a spiend d way.. A large number of graduates went
well prepared from our gymnasia t the theological seminary at St. Louis,
where 350 students are now studying. But our gymnaslit have not been draw-
ing ninny except those who have made up their milids'to prepare for the min-
istry. When our graduates wished to evaluate their education according to the.
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work in the highly specialized years of the senior college and university or
specialist's school. Medicine furnishes a good example.

The junior college should provide the premedical work for the greater part
of those who wish to enter this profession. The situation in medicine is being
paralleled partially at least in law. The better law schools are asking for
at least two years of college work, termed prelegal, as a basis for entrance.
Dentistry is soon to. follow the same, policy. Engineering has not yet gone
quite so far, but there are signs that it is working in the same direction. A
year ago last month I heard President James, of the University of Illinois,
state at the annual meeting .of the Association of American Colleges that he
regarded. the almost exclusively technical and specialized character of the
engineer;ng course as given at the University of Illinois and elsewhere as
highly undesirable. The engineer, he said, like the physician, should have at
least two years of nonspecialized or setnitechnical college work before entering
upon' the more diStInctly Zugineering subjects a course of 'narrow Rpeeializa-
tion. I agree with him at least to the extent that there is need of 41 broader
training. The engineer is now a man of affairs. He holdsan important posi-
tion as leader and direetoi of industry. The duties devolving upon him are as
Complex as is our modern life. Mere technical training ,is not enough. Some
advocate a full general college course before beginning the purely vocational
training. An important gathering of the leading scientific and engineering
men of our country held last year, emphasizes still further the point brought
forward by President James; Cornell University has also proclaimed its belief
iththis plan.

At Bradley Institute, at the present time and for some years past, we have
been offering the first two years of various forms of engineering in such n way
as to give the boy two years' credit at any of the engineering schools. Othe,r
junior colleges are doing the same and much to the advantage of the student
and of the university.

In courses of this type (premedical or engineering), the junior college
offers fietter instruction, better teachers, and small classes with more in-
dividual responsibility resting upon both teacher and student. The junior
college served also as a convenient means of classifying and sorting out
students. The junior college tries out the student and proves him, whether
he be of real college caliber or not and whether fitted for engineering, medi-
cine, or law, or some other specific line. The presence of vocational courses
affords a basis for more' intelligent decision an multiplied contacts with life.
It also gives the student a wider culture.

The junior college young man can. get two years of engineering in good
thorough form, or he may complete his premedical work, or the two years
required for law or dentistry. He can secure preliminary work in agriculture
oP make himself ready for a teaching position In manual training or under
the Smith- Hughes. Act, or may take a fairly complete course in business and
commerce. In all of these lines he is a straight college-student with the same
entrance regulations as at our largest institutions and under as strict (or
probably more strict) ,requirements and supervision over his work. He enjoys
these advantages at less expense and with less danger of losing his self-co
mand. There is also the immense advantage of self-discovery .and the more
ready and effective correction of mistaken choice.

The institute is just now planning a ifeeretarial 'Course, covering two years
of college work, primarily for young women. This will give college English,
.1itical science, economic history; sociology, and other general studies selected
from the curriculum as specially suited for their purpose. Sufficient time will
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he given' also to typewriting and stenography and office practice to make thestudent proficient, and at the end of the course a superior office helper or'manager.
Although offering a full four-year course, with the B. S. degree in home

economics, the institute also arranges the work in such a way that a youngwoman may complete a teacher's course in two years, entitling her to a_
second-grade certificate and also to a special certificate in home economics
under the State law.

As our schools continue increasinglyto,,require degree people for teachingpositions, the need for a two-year course will gradually disappear. It is stillpopular, however, and being largely technical, gives a fairly thorough prepara-tion. Its lack is in general cultural subjects and consequent breadth of view.At present the graduates from the junior college course in hoffie economics
find absolutely no difficulty in securing positions. The same is still more trueof mantial training.
_We have a large building devoted exclusively to a school of watchmaking

and allied Avork, jewelry, engraving, and optics. Many of the students of this
Institution are of college rank scholastically; the majority, however, are not.
It is a trade school, founded in 1886, and therefore one of the oldest in theUnite States. Its curriculum involves no work of college rank and so per-haps does not properly come up for discussion here, but there are some ad-vantages in having this work connected with a junior college. We have also
a one-year 'Course in practical electricity and courses in the automobile, re-
quirink either one or two years. A very large number of our students 'special-ize in machine shop work, ethers in wood shop and advanced mill work, inarchitectural drawing or in drafting. Those who take these courses easily
find positions of responsibility above the scale of the men without school
training of a technical character. In all of these lines some are high-schoolgraduates and some are not. Oply a small part of their endeavors can beranked as strictly college work, but the existence of a junior'college in the
same institution renders it possible to give this strictly vocational work ina vastly more appropriate and effective way. Commodious buildings, spacious
shops, and extensive equipment are needed for junior college work. It issensible and economical to use them also for those other young men, who,though not listed as regular college students, are in many cases such in prep-aration and of equal or greater maturity and intelligence. I am not an ad-
vocate of separate schools for vocational lines unless possibly in some specific
Instances. The natural conditions of life require that all classes should as-
sociate with ene another and as there is -a marked advantage in coeducation,
so there are distinct benefits arising from the union of vocational, technical,
and general college students, freely mingling in the same institution. Theindustrial atmosphere is good for the strictly college student and the college
surroundings, and influence are thoroughly benetichil for the vocationally in-clined. With us, all join in the same assembly or Chapel service, and are
under the same rules-in regard to absences, examinations, and general con-duct. All engage on equal terms in athletics; enjoy the advantages of the
gymnasium, swimming pool, bowling alleys, and pool tables; and also the
social life of the school. Such a situation is natural and healthy. It givesmobility and at the same time stability to the social fabric. It makes fordemocracy.

The junior college ns a completion school is a point which must not remain
unmentioned. There are a very considerable number of young men and
women who ought not to take a four-year college course, yet they would
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prod; greatly by one or two years beyond the high school. The vocational
stydent is of this class. The university should not be burdened with these.
The+ place is not suitable. Vocational students and those who must make the
junior college their only higher education, find more favorable conditions in
the junior college than in any large university or technical school. The
university is organized in its shops and elsewhere on a different basis; its
methods are also wholly different. With the university the vocational work,
in the ordinary sense, is too incidental ; the student is lost in a cold and-
uncongenial atmosphere. There is need of vocational opportunity in junior

.colleges for the large number who can not and who should not go t4 a uni-
versity.

The junior college also has the inestimable advantage of knowing and sw-
ing local needs. It is in touch with the industrial life of the city or town
which it is located. Continuation courses both day and evening for advanced
workers can be arranged to material advantage. Practically 1,000 students
made use of the institute evening classes during the past school yearall
of these of mature years. Summer courses present a somewhat similar ad-
vantage.

,''t We haze had under consideration for several years at Bradley the possi-
bility of closer cooperation with industrial plants in the city. This might
take various forms, some of them well established and needing no discussion
here. InIgdition to these we have been considering what could be done iu
the way o training )en for foremen,,for positions of responsibility and com-
mand in industries: here are many men who already possess a good knowledge
of .one or mete tram es and wish to tit themselves for more advancad positions.
The laboratories, s lops, equipment, and teaching force of the junior college can
afford them an portunity which the industry does not offer, especially in
giving familiarly with the theory, the fundamental principles,. and the science
of their Indus& . Apecialists would be called in from outside for short unit
courses. Most of all, these students need sonic elementary work in psychology,
sociology, econ industrial history, and other subjects, which help to give an
insight into t e problems of modern life, especially in its industrial relations.
Something is needed which will enable these men to deal more effectively with
the problem, which daily confront the shop managersomething which will also
contribute oward the development of character, personality, and civic and
social Intel igence. Such a course has not yet been inaugurated with us, chiefly
because o i shops are overcrowded already with Federal Board mien and such
civilians naturally come to us. We seem to have at present' neither room nor
teaching nergy for this very desirable undertaking. But our interest in the
problem is still keen.

It is significant to note that within the past few mouths an important eon-
ference has been held. in the East still further urging just such a line of training,
with the expectation that it would be tried out in one of our larger cities this
year, and if fou advantageous, a large sum of money would be available to
establish and co uct it in other parts of the country. The junior clege has
here a very vital connection with commercial .interests and can Make an in-
dustrial contribution of great importance.

NORMAL SCHOOLS AND JUNIOR COLLEGES.

By J. STANLEY BROWN, President of the Illinois State Normal School, De Kalb, Ill.

The 15 years assigned by law as constituting the period of public education
is fairly universal in the UnitethStates. The way this period has been divided
by different communities, different sections, and different States has been ex-
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eeedingly variable and inconstant. There has been no centr ized authority
in the United States exercising any control looking to approx ate uniformityin the division of this period of time in public education. Th fact has led to
very different methods of procedure, and yet it has encou ed from time to
time, in the evolution of public education, the trial of expo iments looking to
something more satisfactory than precedent had suppll The elementaryschool has been in evolution and is yet in the process of ev ution. Much moremay it be said that the high school is the product of evolu n t d is even more
emphatically in. the stage of evolution now.

The junior college, of public character, is a kind of culmination of public edu-
cation at public expense. Its reason for existence as a public Institution sup-ported by public expense is as legitimately founded as the reason for the ex-istence of either of its subot-dinate institutions for the period of service which
they occupy. What I lily say wilt be largely based upon my knowledge ofIllinois, since it is there that my experience and observation have most appli-
cation.

In so far as the State normal Schools of Illinois base their two-year coursesof study on four years of acceptable high-school work, and in consequence
have their graduates entered into the junior year of the best universities inthe Mississippi Valley, they are junior colleges of a certain type. We thereby
put upon the words " junior college" a kind of general significance which
indicates two years of acceptable work of collegiate grade beyond four yearsof acceptable high-school work. We have in Illinois in all of the normalschools men and woMen who do not expect to teach immediately, somethem not at all. Some of them prefer to omit the practice teaching, to omitsome of the work or all of it in psychology, pedagogy, history of education,
wethod work in various subject's,. and choose, during their period of attend-
slice, work acceptable credit whentransferred from the normal school to one of the great universities in the
Mississippi Valley. Sucb a student is a -tuuior college student of a little
different type front that one who takes the regular prescribed two yes of
work in the normal school, including practice teaching and all of the so- culledpurely professional studies. And yet, the second one completes his two yearsof work and is gritduated, and by that fact may be admitted as a junior,
without examination or condition, into one of the great universities. There
are these two distinct types of junior college students in the normal sctools.

All of the arguments which may be made in favor of a junior college as a
community' institution may be made for the junior college as a normal school
institution, but not constituting the entire normal school. Normal schools
are in some respects akin. to colleges, public or private, in the fact that all
such institutions now are constantly becoming more and more local in their
constituency. The factors which contribute to this characterization are the
large increases in the population and the consequent demand for extended
education; the ease of access of the institution itself; and the readiness
with which credit; acquired in one institution may be transferred to another
without loss. Indeed, it is a rather rare instance nor to find the majority
of the students in any normal school, college, or unifersity, large or small,
coining from a radius area'of more than 100 miles.

The normal school as a junior college may magnify its field of service by
purposely discriminating, through published courses of study rather than by
accidental choice of work, between those who express a purpose to do two
years of acceptable academic work and who do not expect to teach immedi-
ately, if at all, and those who know at the outset they are to pursue but two
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years oflwork, graduate, and become teachers largely in the elementary
schools.

There is a distinct argument in support of Junior college work in normal
schools in the fact that the faculties are chosen very largely because of their
ability to instruct as well as eeause of their preparation in their field of
instruction. The normal school where this type of junior college exists main-
tains persistently that there is a science of teachlag, that there is a method
of presentation which may be evolved during a course of study, and that
such a science of teaching and such a method of presentation do not come
by accident or trick or by virtue of any number of degrees conferred. The
fact that the number of young-nien and young women, who are only in the
first lap of their adolescence, are demanding collegiate instruction; the fact
that this is the most difficult period of their lives touching their manage-
ment,- control, and direction, leads us to believe that the most patient
instructor, the most skilled tenclwr, and the most sympathetic director ought
to be provided for this constantly increasing group of young people.

When such a group comes into a normal school it is very rare that a class
numbering more than 30 or 35 may be- formed of such a group in any sub-
ject. Such a group, tender the type of instruction which I have mentioned,
will be required, to give some account in a daily recitation, a daily confer-.
enee, and a daily laboratory experience. Under such conditions, there is no
chance for a 30-day hiatus between' one recitation and another ; there is no
chance for the checking-up process so essential with such a type cif student In
wait until a four or five hour examination may be made the sole determinant.
in passing at the close of the term.

When a very large group of students are enrolled as freshmen in a great
institution and it is found by Thanksgiving time or by the close of the first
semester that as many as 700 of them have to lie sent home, is it not' time
for up who are concerned with public education to make somwdmittir'y about
the causes for such a condition? Where is this group to go after they are
sent home? All dre yet clearly within the 15:year period of public educa-
tion. Are they to be discarded as a human scrap heap? Have they been

given the kind of.opportunity which an American citizen ought to have? Is

there no way by which these groups, which may be multiplied by 3 or 4
or 6 or .10, may he cared for and their education directel more carefully
in Snuffler groups, their instruction more sympatheticalli Overt and their
treatment comparatively free from the factory-system method? We 'believe
that the great normal schools, most familiar to us in the Middle West, especially
ih the Northwest Territory, are able to care for these groups and to conduct
the sifting process a little more judiciously and humanely than it is at present
conducted. In the normal schools the plant belongs to the State, the equip-

, meat (which might be somewhat enlarged) belongs to the State, and the
obligation legally made for the 15-year period belongs yet to the State. The

distribution of these institutions is such as to keep them within a'small radius,
and in them the proper direction and oversight may be exercised.
- The Junior college in the normal school shares the same experience as every
other unit of education made from any division of the 15-year period of public
education. Each division of this 15-year period is face to face with the
necessity of being at the same time a finished product and a product in the

process of completion. The boy who graduates from the eighth grade and
goes no further regards the completion of his work as a finial:Kid product and

does not use it as a basis for further education. The boy who discontinues
his education at the close of the tenth grade must regard his accomplishments
up to that time as a finished product begftuse that is his educational basis
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for whatever may come to him in the future. The curriculum of the high-school period must comply with the same conditions and befit the same timea finished product and a basis for continued education.
The ever-recurring question in the case of the junior college is, Shall ithave its curriculum made t.clusively on the basis of a finished product orshall its curriculum be constructed as a part of a four-year curriculum, atthe end of which a bnchelor's degree may be secured? If Fe base our con-sideration of thta question on the number of young people who graduate fromhigh school as compared with those who enter; on the ;Amber 1010 enterthe freshman year of the college as compared with those who graduate from,the college: on the number of those who 'regularly enter the tiro -year courseof the normal school 'compared with these who graduate from that course;and finally on the number of those who enter the junior college curricultimof the normal sellouts as compared with those who complete that curriculum,then we have a fair numerical basis.'at any rate, for determining whetherthe work of the junior college will render the Most democratic service byhetowing strictly an institution whose work is as finished as is the'Nvork ofthe two-year normal school. It is now beyond debate or dispute that thetwo-year normal school course, built upon graduation from a four-year accept-able high school, has a fixed and definite purpose and enables the recipientof such instruction to enter upon the acilve duties leading to a professionwithout examination and with public and professional approval.

The answer to the hypotheses raised above clearly indicates that there is adefinite pinee nod a new and definite field for a public educational institutionwhich shall supply two years of collegiate traininof a somewhat general char-acter. largely in the field of literature, arta, and sciences. It is clear to us'that this is a definite step at presetit in the evolution of public education; aatop that ought to be recognIred very gmerally. The normal school is a placewhere the waste product of other institutional efforts may be so treated and sodirected as to bring the wastage to the irreducible minimum.
It is a distinct economic advantage to have the normal school serve in suchcapacity as we have indicated because our records clearly show that the actualcost to the State in the normal schools Is a trifle more than 50 per cent of thecost to the State in the great universities. This fact is probably due, in greatmeasure, to the meager appropriations that have been made from time to timefor_the conduct of the normal schools. Tlit administrators of these schoolshave been so economically chastened that they have been compelled to deviseand put into operation all sorts of schemes to make their appropriations extendas far as possible. This condition has existed so long that it has becomehabitual with -the normal school administrators to expend appropriations verycautiously and very wisely.

The prevailing practice among the best schools of law, medicine, dentistry,engineering,and kindred professional schools is to require two years of generalcollege work following four years of acceptable high- school work. These twoyears, constitutifrg the junior college period, act as a basis upon which to buildtheprofessional courses. These two years of the junior college period come veryclearly within the limits of the 15-year period assigned, as stated in the openingof this discussion, to public education. This period begins legally at 6 and endslegally at 21. It is unthinkable that one State 'Institution at one place couldbuild an acceptable plant to care for all of the young-men and young womenRho desire such preprofessional training as these two years of junior ,collegework provide. It is clear to us that in such States as 'Illinois there is develop-ing now a .very definite group of institutions whose main function Is, and144375- 22 ----,5
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-will continue to be, to give these two years of preprofessional work, and that
this preprofessional work will parallel the technical training of teachers in the

two-year course in the normal schools. Five different sections of the State are

thus enabled to secure this preprofessional and professional training without
going into a group of ten or twelve or fifteen or twenty thousand, as there may

be within the next generation if the present plan of development is maintained.

This plan is dire<4ly intended to leave the great universities as free as passible

to do real university and professional work, and to keep them unhampered by

the immature, undeveloped, unsophisticated young people of 17 years of age who

have graduated from an accredited high school and are legally entitled to go on

with the next step provided in our scheme of education at the hands of the

State.

THE JUNIOR COLLEGES IN THE SO'LJTH AND THE NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION.

By T. W. RAYMOND, President of
Mississippi Synodical College, Holly Springs, Nfiss.

The peculiar situation that confronts us in the South is the fact that our
territory is 'vast ; our population is sparse and badly scattered with few large

cities as centers of -population. We also have a large Negro population that

adds little to our revenues for education, but greatly to the burden of pro-

Viding an education for them. It should appear readily to your minds that

in the development of junior colleges in the South little can be done as yet

along the line of municipal junior colleges, but that we must depend largely

upon the establishment of these schools by the Church and through private

ownership. These schools must be located at.such points as to supply the

needs of the surrounding territory, and must be provided ,with boarding de-

partments where this class girls and boys will be placed under

safest home influences for safeguarding and developing their characters.

In devising the standard.of the junior college,, its equipment and scope of..

'fork, I shall ask you to give special consideration to the _peculiar conditions

and needs of the South. Let us raise a high and thorough standard, but one

that is .practical, rather than theoreticala standard for our present needs and

not the ideal that we hope to reach in the distant future. Remember that you

can not measure Jackson, by Chicago and New York. The standard,

equipment, number of)facultY, their qualifications and salaries should be the

minimum rather than the maximum.
Since the junior colleges in the South are- mainly missionary enterprises, the

presidents and faculties of those schools are making and are willing to make

greater sacrifices in the work than they would in schools supported by the

State. I was reading a short time ago of a young' lady who. graduated with

high honor from one of the best A-grade colleges hi this country. She re-

ceived most flattering offers with large salaries attached, but there came a call

to a missionary school in the mountains of Kentucky. Her salary was board

and about $25 per month and there she is bestowing her talents.. I met the

president of one of these schools last summer, whose salary is not more than*

half the meager salary that such schools usually pay; but he could not be

tempted to give up his work for a larger salary. In other words, it will meet

our conditions in tile South better to base the standard of teachers for our

junior collegeS upon their training and experience, rather than upon salaries

commensurate with their worth, or upon salaries that other wealthy com-
munities. may be able to pay.

Another great advantage that we in the South, as well as others, expect to

derive from this national organization will be found in a uniform standard:
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One of the disadvantages that we have experienced from our otherwise most
excellent system of State and National government has been the lack of uni-
formity in some of our rows. The universities and higher institutions of.
learning in this country are now lai:ooreng under this difficulty with reference
to their standard. In the edition. of School Life, for. February, the editor in
an article entitled " Standards for Colleges and Universities," points out the
confusion that has arisen from so many divergent standards, set by so many
different educational associations. and concludes " That out of the chaos of
standards any truly national standard will ever be established is by no means
certain." it-is indeed fortunate that the first Associhtion of Junior Colleges
is National; that it has. not been formed by any aggregation of State or provin-
cial organizations, but is a concrete fusion of the whole. And's° we may at
once establish a uniform standard that will he nation wide in its scope.

Again, we believe that this organization will establish more clearly our right-
ful position and_ sphere as a necessary and integral part of our educational
system, and thus secure a uniform recognition of our work 4 our universities
and colleges, and also secure from all State authorities licenses for our gradu-
ates to teach in their academies and high 'schools without examination. As
yet no junior college in the. South. so far as I know, has beeh admitted into
the Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools of the South, although a
standard for admission seems to have been adopted several years ago. In
fact, some of the A-grade colleges in this organization absolutely refuse to give
any kind of recognition to the work done in junior colleges covering the fresh-
man and sophomore years.

Arkansas has .one junior college approved by the University of Arkansas.
but I am not informed of any license granted by the State to its graduates-
Junior colleges have no official status in Alabamt Georgia, Oklahoma, or South

, Carolina. Kentucky has eight .tlint are rem ed by the Kentucky Associ-
ation of Colleges, but so far as I am informed no official recognition by the
State.' In Louisiana. the normal schools do two years' college work and grad-
uates are licensed to teach in elementariv schools. In Missouri the crediting
of Amior colleges is-in the hands of the University of Missouri, and there were14 in 1919. Mississippi has five junior colleges, reeognized by the State board
of education, which give 30-year hours college work and whose graduates ate
granted two years first-grade license's to teach. Tennessee laws are about
'the same save that such licenses do not apply to high schools of the first class.
In Texas any junior college so classed by the State superintendent may securefor its graduates a State first-grade certificate for four years. The State hoard-
of education of Virginia recognized nine junior colleges in 1919. These facts
have-been gathered from recent correspondence with .the State superintendents
of education and also from Bulletin, 1919, No. 35, published by the.,ITnited
States Bureati of Education. and show the work that-needs to he accomplished
by this association -in securing a uniforin, recognition of the work of junior
colleges.

. .

THE JUNIOR COLLEGE AND MUNICIPAL UNIVERSITIES.
By PARKE R. KoLnk, President of the Municipal University of Akron, Ohio. ,

The: legal stabil; of municipally supported higher institutions of any sort,giving work above the high-school course, varies by States. With a desire to
Investigate the conditions a letter was directed several years ago to the at-
torney general of each State, containing the following questions:

1. Do the Ira of your. ,State make any provision for allowing municipali-
ties to support institutions of higher education by city taxation?

*
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2. In case the State code contains no such provision, would municipal:ties
in your State have the power to carry on such work on their own initiative?

Although the results of this inquiry have already been published,' it may
not he out of place to repeat them here:

Answers were received from 39- States, Alabani , Colorado, Georgia, Maine,
MIYhtana, Nebraska, Rhode Island, Tennessee, ai VermontVeront not responding.
In many eases, the letter was referred to the St to superintendent of educa-
tion for reply.

Of the total number 3 States replied that their laws make no provisionsi
for municipal higher education. Of the remaining four, Ohio has already

- been discussed. The attorney general of Mississippi dectares that the muniel;
pal chapter of the rode of his State confers upon cities "very broad and com-
prehensive powers 'n regard to the estalishmelft and maintenance of the
schools" and that by this power, cities mayhave " schools of higher branches."
The New Jersey school law provides for the education of youth from 5 to 20
years with no specification of the character of schools to be timintliined. Vir-
ginia's code states that " an efficient system of piddle free schools shall he
established and maintained," a statement which Assistant Attorney General
Garnett believes would be interpreted by the court as covering munical in-
stitutions of higher education.

In answer to the second question, 31 States deny definitely to cities the in-
dependent power of establishing municipal universities. Of the remaining
eight from whom an answer was received. Arizona infers that no such power
is vested in the city. ('alifornn replies that cities organized under the gen-
eral incorporating law have no power, while those operating under freeholders'
charters may impose taxes for municipal purposes without the enactment of
a general law expressly conferr'ng that power. In Minnesota, the State de-
partment of education asserts ,Alit cities have the right to carry on higher
education, although a close search of .the school laws fails to sustain this
contention. The liberal -grant of power in Mississippi and Virginia has been
discussed above, as has the case of New Jers0. In Oklahoma, the matter is
reported a's undetermined. Ohio,. with its general empowerment to all its
cities, forms a special case.

A. summing up of the whole situation .shows that under present conditions,
only Ohio, California (freehold cities), Minnesota I ?) and possibly Nlisss-
sippi, Virgina, and New Jersey would allow the establshment of municipal
universities without further legislative enactment on the part of the State,
while New York, South Carolina, Georgia. and Kentucky have granted specks)

privileges to individpal cities.
Just. how this situation would affect the establishment of public Junior col-

leges remains to be determined. Dean F. M. McDowell, of Graceland College,
in his scholarly treatment of Tbe Junior College, which appeared recently as
a bulletin of the Bureau of Education, devotes a chapter to the "Accrediting
of Junior Colleges," in which he summarizes by States the legislation that has

already been enacted relative to the Junior college. A perusal of this in-
formation leads to the belief that in some States, at least, public junior col-

leges have been established without special leglidation, evidently as an Out-
growth of high school "post-graduate" courses. There Seems to be a sort of
tacit consent to allowing boards of education to provide any education neces-
sary for students under 21 years of age. Other States, however, as for example
California and Michigan, hare passed special laws for this purpOse.

The correct view of the relation between the public Junior college and the
municipal university plainly regards both as kindred but independent forces
working toward the same end, I. e., the public support of higher education by the
city as a unit. Nor is it unfitting with our increasing urban population that this
function be assumed by the city as well as by the State. No one could reason-
ably deny to New York City with its millions of people the right to maintain
its own educational system from . kindergarten through college. TOe situation

%School and Society, Apr. 8, 1915.
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varies in other cities only in degree. Most of the cities in which municipal
universities are now located compare favorably in population with many States
which maintain their State universities unquestioned. Both the population and
wealth of the modern urban commimity justify the support of higher education
in some form. The very overcrowding of the centralized State university fur-
nishes the strongest reason for greater localization of educational opportunity.
Dr. W. H. Allen's recent survey of Ohio's public educational institutions recog-
nizes the difficulty of educating all who may apply to the State for higher
education at one center, and recommends the establishment of junior colleges
and even senior colleges in Various places throughout the State. The con-
tinually increasing number of high-school graduates and college students makes
the problem even more pressing. President Hughes, of Miami, estimates that
16.0(10 students will demand public higher education in Ohio in the year
1929-30. and that this will require a, budget of Ire than six and one half
million dollars annually at that time. If this be true in Ohio, with its un-
usually large number of private colleges, we are forced to the conclusion that
it will soon he as unwise to try to educate all college students in a State center
as to try to centralize the work of the public high schools in the same manner.
As a matter of fact, we are now living through a stage of evolution in the
public support of higher education somewhat similar to that experienced by
seconda.ey education half a century and more ago.

Practically the same rtilluences have operated in the establishment of junioi
colleges as in municipal universities. The latter may be defined as institutions
of higher learning supported in greater part by municipal taxation, requiring
graduation from a first-grade high school for entrance, and maintaining a four-
year ,course in liberal arts, around which a greater or less rtumber of profes-
sional schools or departments may he grouped. Thus we /lave Anicipal univer-
sities which sprang from normal colleges, those which originated as public
Secondary schools, and finally those which developed from small private
colleges.

The essential difference, then, in the two types of institutions which we are
discussing to-day, lies not in their origin nor even in the fact that one covers
two years and the other four or more years of work.; nor does this difference
lie in the type of students attracted nor in their reasons for attendance. It lies
rather in something which we may define rather vaguely, as the ultimate aim
or purpose.

The junior college is first of all a preparattory college in function, in the
sense that its main business is to prepare s dents. for entrance higherschools of various sorts rather than to send them directly out into life. I basethis statement, on Dean McDowell's compilation of the courses of study in 28
private and 19 public junior colleges and upon the conclusions which he draws
therefrom.

The aim of the municipal university is essentially a different one. Its workis sea reel y to he described as preparatory for other schools or colleges except
for such professional schools as it may not chance to include in its own.
organization. Primarily, it exists for the purpose of preparing students forlife rather than for additional academic training. Probably a brief discussion
of those things in which the municipal universities are primarily interested
may serve best to illustrate for you the ultimate aim and purpose of this type
of institution. You 'nay then draw your on conclusions as to similarities
and differences between the junior college and the municipal university. In-
cidentally let me say that the interests of the publicly supported city university
are very similar to those of the privately supported urbati institution. Thiscoincident of interest brought about some six years ago the establishment of
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the National Association of Urban Universities, composed of more than 30 in-
stitutions, both public and private, located in large urban centers.

In the course of the various meetings of this association the following sub-
jects have been discussed:

1. Training for public service: emphasized were the need for co-
operation between the university and they ity government in providing train-
ing for public service, the methods of training, and the results of cooperative
training. Two main purposes of such training were outlined (a) to develop
leading citizens who will understand the machinery of governmental business
and support movements for city betterment; (bj to train experts to enter city
service..

2. Field work: Field work was defined as "the activities of stuients in the
performance of tasks of everyday life under actuhl conditions which may be
accepted as directly related to concurrent class work. Some common instances
are: Work by students of he social sciences in philanthropic agent es; suveys
of economic, industrial, educational, and hygienic conditions; practice teach-
ing; research assignments in current political and administrative problems. etc.
fleidg work means actual participation in an actual task. Visits for purposes
of mere observation are not field work. Some of the phases discussed were:
Nature of field work ; grade of student employed in field work; method of
assigning field work ; methods of supervising and accrediting field work. etc.

3. Extension work : The extension work. of a city university must necessarily
differ greatly front that of a State university. Th4mmediate proximity of
the constituency and its ur n character bring specialized problems for solu-
tion. Only a few topics ca be named here, but they will suffice to indicate
the breadth of the field : Exte n teaching in the city of New York; work
of the extramural division of New York UniversitY; classes for municipal
employees; evening education in centers of large population; correlation of
industry and education; and cooperation with extramural educational agencies.

4. Foreign relations : Preparation for foreign trade and for the comprehen-
sion of foreign conditions has interested many urban institutions, tis was
indicated by the discussion. of such topics as: Report on foreign trade; the
university and international good will; urban universities of Europe. etc.

5. Special problems of city education, such as teacher training in cooperation
with city school systems; cooperative training in engineering; training college
men for 'industry; and aims and methods of a university school of business in
relation to the needs of the business community.

In witat has just been given I have tried to outline for you briefly sonic of
the main interests of the municipal universities of America to-day. You will
note that they all, or nearly all, are related to dome definite preparation for

I. e., they have to do with the modern practical phase of education so
Increas:ngly familiar in our colleges to-day. It would be wrong to draw from
this- the conclusion-that- the so-called liberal arts are neglected, for the back, °

bone of every municipal university. Is, and must be, its college of liberal arts.
Nevertheless, its whole endeavor must he expressed in the phase " service to
the community" and such service sometimes leads it beyond the traditional
academic field. The municipal uniyersity must therefore approach its task
without prejudice, with an openness of mind, and a freedom from the inhibi-
tions of tradition. Its area of endeavor is` geographically small but spiritually
unlimited. The public junior college seems to me to have before, it the same
possibilities, for inevitably the Government will undertake the duty of higher
education in the cities as it has already done in the,$tates. Then the junior
college may develop the senior college and eventually become the city university.
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REPORT OF A SURVEY OF THE JUNIOR COLLEGES OF DETROIT
AND GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., AND OF JOLIET, ILL.

By A. MONROE Brows, President of Toledo University, Ohio.

In the fall of 1919 the university faculty of Toledo University, having become
interested in the rapid development of board of education junior colleges,
unanimously adopted the following resolution:

lle..,olred. That the faculty of the university recommend to the board of
directors of Toledo University that the board authorize and direct the president
of tloe university to make a detailed study of the high-school junior colleges of
Detroit and Grand Rapids, Mich., and of Joliet, Ill., their organization andmanagement, their ideals and the research and instructional services which
they are rende'ing to their communities and to the citizens of their communi-
ties.

The recommendations contained in the resolution lust quoted were approved
by the board of directors of the university who expreised their interest in the
matter by appointing Mr. J. G. Halapleus, one of their associates, to coo rate
with the writer in making the survey.

When the attention of the Hon. l'.P. Claxton, Ulhited States Commi stoner
of Education, was called to the projected survey he suggested that it be under-
taken in cooperation with the Bureau of Education. His suggestion was
unanimously approved by the board of directors of the university. As special
ollaborittors of time United States Bureau of Education the persons engaged
in tanking- the. survey received valuable suggestions from representatives of the
bureau as well as most courteous treatment from the officials of the colleges
in the two visits made to each of the institutions. The data for the second
semester of-1919. upon which the report is bused,,''were secured either through
these visits or.tprough questionnaires. copies of which accompany the report.

The Grand itajlids Junior College was established in 1914, while the Detroit
Junior College begt IQ) to offer a one-year course in 1913, which was extended
to be a two-year course in 1917: Both of these coll&es were organized Rude
city boards of education authorized by special State legislation. The reasons fo
the establishment of these two institutions,. as given by their respective heads,
are somewhat similar. In Grand Rapids the junior college arose from the desire
of the persons in charge-of the educational system "to provide technical, cul-
tural. and business training in p municipal institution of Grand Rapids." In
Detroit the reasons given for the establishment of .thejunior college. were ." a
desire to provide higher education for the youth of the city who 'could not go
away for their education," and " the demand of the public for a premedical in-
stitution for students desiring to enter the medical college of Detroit."

The .Joliet Junior College 'seems 'to resemble Tops in that it has just grown.
Mel: in the early part Of time twOntieth century the high school of Joliet was
well equipped for ppst-graduate work in vocational courses' and In surveying
and chemistry. Students taking this work, received advanced. credibsat colleges
and universities to which they wele. More and more graduate work was
offered until the institution is to-da7offering several junior college curricula
and is a recognized junior college.

While all three institutions' have had ,a .remarkable growth in Onrollmeut
during the past. three years the exavt data were ftirnishe I by Detroit, in which
there has, been tin increase from 118 to 697 students, and by Grand Rapids,
in which the junior college has frown from 82 students to 406 students.
The great similarity in the present RIM: and ideals of the three insti-

tutions is illustrated by 'the formulation of the alma in the case% of the
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junior colleges of lietrolt and (lrond Raids.' The aims of the Detroit Junior
College are " to provide 'the first two years of college instruction, to provide
cultural informational courses for such as desire and are prepared for them, and
to become a :4otvrce of eaucational interest and the nucleus of a municipal md-
verbity." The ideals of the Grand Rapids institution are summarized as
fopoWs; To giv% the 'first two years of university work, to give those who.°
do not intend' to go to any other institutions opportunities- to take practical'
courses for definite careers; and to give general cultural courses to those
Who are interested in st.u'ly for its own 'sake."

In all three institutions the 'control and management are in the hands
of the local board of education; in the cases'of Michigan institutions,city
boards, and, in the case of Joliet, a township board of secondary educa-
tion. Members of the hoard are chosen by popular election. The hoards
control -the funds of the institutions and determilie 'or pass upon the policies
of these junior colleges.

The .chief administrative officer of the junior .college, known as the deau
in Detroit, as the president in Giand Rapids, and the superintendent in
Joliet, has in each case the power to recommend members of the instruc-
tional staff and is the adviser of the student over whom he has diseiplittary
powers? ...lie is also the principal of the high school in each case! In
Joliet where the elementary and secondary school systems are under sep-
arate boards he is known as the superintendent of the high school and
the Junior college. In the other cases he is subordinate to the superintendent
of schools, to whom are referred matters of importance concerning junior
colleges.

In the three institutions the members of the instructional staff are ap-
pointed by the hoard of education for a term of one year. Whith the recom-
mendation is niade by the superintendent in all three cases, nominating
power belongs to the head of the junior college, who in sofa eases consults
with the heads of departments in the selection of subordinates. No maximum
salary has as yet been fixed in shy of the institutions. The maximum actually
paid ranges from $2,700 to $3,500. The hea,ds of the three junior colleges report
that although the work of their institutions is limited to junior college work
and is more or less closely corected with the work of the high schools, it has
not as yet handle:quit them In securing strong instructors.

The following tatile gives an idea of the time which has elapsea since the
members of the staff received their first neademic,degrees:

TABLE 1 .Titne elapsing since instructors received first academic degrees.

Number of instructors receiving bachelor's degree.

Number of years previous to survey.
Detroit. Grand

Rapids.

1-2
3-5
6-10

.
3
6

1

5
4

11-15
16-20 a

1

2
Over 20 7 2

Total 29 14
Per cent of, total 28

1

Joliet. Total. Per cent
of total.

2

12
11

9

4
16
24
22
16
18

59 100
100
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The hollowing table presents some interesiinefacts'concerning the locationof the institutions from which the members of the instructional staff receivedtheir first degrees;

TAnt.z 2. Institutions front which instructors received their first degrees

Number of instructors.
Degree received from institution.

It
Detroit. Grand

Rapids. Joliet. ! Total. Per cent
of total.

Within junior college in State 21 11 5 37 74 -Outside of State in which,tunior college is located
State university in state in which junior college is 8 3 2 !* 13 26

located
16 2: 52

I
Of the 0 Instructors reporting, ,15, 30 per cent, had received tIt A. M.'de-gree, 13 of them within the last 10 years. Seventeen others had completOd

at least onvemdster of graduate work. .
Of-the 13 instructors, ,

,
4 have had high-school teaching experience rangingfront fwo to three years. Several had had previous junior college teachingexperience. while trite of them report that they had 'done any senior collegeteaching.

Two of the Junior colleges, Detroit an Grand Rapids,. report faculty organiza-
tion. In Detroit there are differences in rank from laboratory assistants throughjunior instructors, and senior bistructors, to heads of dephrtments. In GrandRapids no such difftrences are &ported.
.In Retrofit, the faculty is composed of alt members except laboratory assist--ants; is presided over by the dean ; and has adVisory powers conferred upon itby the dean. Once a montit it meets with the high-school faculty to discuss mat-ters of goneral eatational interest, and once a month it meets by Itself fordiscussion of college policies and student affairs.
In, Grand Rapids, the faculty is composed of all members who teach college

subjects ; is presided over by the president ; and has been authorized by himto determine internal, regulations. Once ,every three weeks it meets to discusspolicies Of the junior college.
Detroit grants neither title nor diploma upon the completion of two yearsof college work. Grand Rapids grants the title of associate in arts, science,

commerce, tine arts, music, And household arts, while Joliet confers the title ofassociate in arts, science, engineering, or education. In both places the titlesare granted by the lioard of education; in the case of Grand Rapids.upon therecommendation of the faculty ; and in the case of Joliet upon the recommen-dation of the superintendent. The requi
i

pments which are described in* de-
tail in the catalogues of the institutions were made by the faculty upon the
recommentation of the eresident in Gradd Rapids -and by the superintendent andJunior college committee in Joliet. In both cases the requirements of theState university qwere amongithe most important of the factors determining
the actual diploma- requirements.
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The following table gives information toncerning the distribution of the
semester hours of work offered In the various junior college subjects:

, TABLE 3. -Work offered in the junior college, second semeater, 1919-20.

Subjects.

English language tend literature
Foreign language and literature
Mathematics
Sciences .
History
Social sciences ..

Psychology
Music_
Philosophy

Par cent of total semester hours of wort
offered in-

Detroit.

T.ratrnoi,dt

grand
Rapids. Joliet. Rapids,

,

Joalinedt.

'
17.7 13.1 . 16.7 41.0
29.3 In. 7 16.7

2110.51.11. 1 v. o 30.3
36,0 341.1 23.5 34.5'
4.8 8. 4 4.2 5.9
4.6 10. 5. 4.2 6.6
1.3 2.1 4.2 2.0

1.4

11*

Semester hours offered 311 191 72 574

. ,

In Grand Itapids the courses to be offered are determined by the president
and heads of departments. In both Grand Rabbis and .Joliet the requirements
of the State university play an iiiiportant part in determining the courses to
be offered. In Grand Rapids the needs of thecommunitx as well as the needs
of the students are reported as determining the inclusion of certain vocational
courses. In Jolla a second important factor in the determination of what
courses shall he offered is the State requirement for teachers' certificates.

The following table gives an idea of the distribution of the work of the
students of these junior colleges:

,TABLE 4.-1)istrtbution of work of junior college students, second semester,
1919-20.

Subjects.

.

I'er cent of

Detroit.Detroit.

t

student semester
rolled in-

Joliet.'
-

hods en-

Grand
Rap,

and
Joliet.-,

Faiglis,i language and literature ' 14.3 12.9 19.2 14.3
Foreign lappiage.and litefature 22.5 13.2 13.h 19.3
MathemhtTes , 6. a 12.2 33.5 10.7

Sciences 441.3 ' 42. 2 0 16.9 38.8.,

History 5.5 9.0 4,1 6.1
Social sleni.es:

Econt mit. 3.1 7.2 3.8
Politic.-.: &Unice P ,- 3,9 2.6
Sociology - 3.0 .3
Education i

2.7, .3
Psychology
Music....

,36
1

2.3
1.6

6.8. 3.6
2

Studen t:credi t-seinester hours enrolled 7, 339 2,833 1,097 11,269

Institutions of higher education may render two types of service to the com-
munities supporting them: They may through the faculty members or stu-
dents render a research-Service as well as the rhular instructional service
performed by all educational institutions.
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' From the material submitted by the members of the instructional staffs ofthese junior colleges very little research service is being performed by anyof the members of the faculties. The research service actually be:lig rendered!s in the Held of applied social science in the larger cities.
Instructional work may be of two types; noncredit work which Is not testedand for wh:rh no credit is given, and credit work which is tested kind forwhich credit is g:ven. No noncredit work was reported for the'second semesterof the year 1919 -20 by any of the colleges. Credit work may heoffered in thedny. late afternoon, or evening sessions. Practically all of the credit work

of the three.institutions was offered in the day sessions except in Grand Rapids,where a few courses in applied social sciences and the sciences were offeredin` the evening sessions. All three institutions were contemplating givingevening work the ntra year or as soon 'as their funds would permit.
As'all of these junior colleges appear to have municipal college or Universityasirhtions, an interesting problem of control and management presents itself.Up to the present time boards of education have been concerned with theeducation of children and adolescents. Willi theSse institutions develop intomunicipal colleges and universities under local hoards of etiuZbation or willcommunities give the responsibilities for the development of local Ville highereducation to college or university boards as has been done in Ohio cities nowmaintaining public institutions of higher education? Questions might be raisedat; to the wisdom of 1-eon:ring boards of education, charged with the responsi-bility of the development of elementary and secondary education, to assumeresponsibilities in the development of higher education.

If control is given to -boards of education, will they adopt a new policy withrespect to educational administration of the new institutions? Up to the pres-ent time the educational administration has been centered in one man and theinstructors have been regarded as his assistante. In the municipal univer-sity, as it has thus far developed, the internal .affairs of the institution havebeen left to the college or university faculties of which the president or deanis the educational leader and administrative 'officer. Will it be possible todevelop real university education under any " benevolent despotism" conceptionof higher educational administration; or will boards of education, if theyare charged with the responsibility of the development of local higher educa-tion, adopt two types of administrationone for the elementary and secondary
schools includ:ng the junior college, and another for the local university or seniorcollege?

Lending ethicatorshave for a long time held that the work no=ing accom-plished in 12 years of our public elementary and secondary se should bewound:shed in from 10 to 11 years. The writer believes that communitiesmainta'aing board of education junior colleges have most favorable conditionsfor putting into effect plans looking toward kviservatton of time-and energyof the pupils, because in the case of most or students the articulation oftheir work with the work of other Institutions Nvill' come at the close of thePllin. college, if it comes at all. In two of these communities the writer. indiscussing the matter fully with the adm'nistrative officerl: responsible for theconduct of the high school' and elementary schools, found that they believe thatthe work of the elementary school could be,done in at least seven years.Kansas City. Mo.. has ha for many yeal.s seven-year elementary schoolsfollowed by four -year high schools and has recently developed a two-year itiniotcollege' The educational authorities of Kansas City agree that the studentsof the seven-year elementary school and the four-year high-school courses dothoroughly satisfactory college work and that upon graduation to the seniorcolleges and' professional schools they have not found themselves handicapped

O
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in any way. The writer would suggest that cities maintaining board of educa-
lk tion junior colleges reorganize their public-school system so as to- include a

six-year elementa-ry school, a two or three year junior high school, a two-year
senior high sMtool,' and a two-year junior college.

Courses offered in the junior colleges may be grtruped into three groups:
(a) Vocational courses planned to lit directly for the vocation: (I) founda-
tion courses planned to articulve with advanced senior college courses: and
(e) complete or cultured courses not planned to articulate with subsequent
courses but designed to develop knowledge and interest in the humanly im-
portant phases of the subjects which they treat.

In the vocational courses the content anti method of procedure will be de
termined by vocational needs. It is fair that the Statettniversity sliould have
a decided voice about the subject and methods of procedure in the so-called
foundation courses. The third type, however, should be planned detin:tel foF
the cultural benefits of the students, and all that the senior college or profes-
sional school should insist upon is that the teacher be prepared to organize and
conduct such a cultural cOurse as will bring the best that the department has
to offer to the student who is not planning to do advanced formal study in the
department.

At first one is greatly surprised at the great amount of time and effort going
into the sciences and mathematics as indicated in table 4. This is due to the fact
that a irgenumber of students are either engineering or premedical students,
in both of which cases much science is required. One is also surprised at the
small amount of social sciences being offered in the junior college ns indicated
in 'tables 3 and 4. The social sciences deal directly with the problems of our
people. We have just awakened to the fact Omit our high schools are not
devoting enough time to these subjects. The quekton arises, "Can our com
munities afford to support higher institutions of learning which do not em-
phasize these foundation citizenship courses? Possibly other publicly supported
junior colleges will be Interested in the following regulations of-the university-

- junior college of -one of our municipal universities:
The title of associate in arts is conferred upon students who. under the

regulations of the college and university, have satisfactorily completed the fol-,
lowing requirements:

(I) Six semester hours of collegiate work in the department of English.
(2) Two semester hours of collegiate work in Op department of hygiene.
(3) Two semester hours of work in the department of physical training.
(4) Fifty-four semester hours in the junior etillei.fe, two of which- may Is

convocation credits and 15 hours of which may be done in other colleges or
college divisions of the university, but all of which are elected by the student
subject to the approval ofthe dean of the college 'or of the student's adviser
appointed by the dean.

It is assumed that the Mix years of work of the student in the secondary
school and the junior. college will include at least the follOwing minimum
amounts of work in the respective studies:

Minimum number of
Study. years of work.

English language mind literature 4

MathematiCs_ 2

Sciences, 2

Foreign language 2

American history
Modern European history..., 3

Economic's



Minimum number ofstudy. years of work.
Sociology

I
Political science

1
Ethical iona p*chology

A. year of Work is linderStood to nit nn a unit of s(q.,oioinfy school work, or
front four to six semester hour:* of esdirgiate work.

CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS OF' THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
JUNIOR COI.I.DIES.

Adopted February 17. 1921, Chicago, 111.

ARTICLE 1. NAME.

This association shall he known as the American Association of Junior Colleges.

ARTICLE ILOBJECT.

The object of this association shall be to define the junior college by creating stand-ards and curricula, thus determining its position structurally In relation to otherparts of the school system; and to study the junior college. in all of its types (en-dowed, municipal, and State) in order to make a genuine contribution to the workof education.

ARTICLE

SucTioN 4ctive members.The active membership of this association shall bemade up of standardized Junior colleges In the United States of America. The collegesas corporate units make up -the active membership of the association. Each collegeshall he entitled to one representative elected by a board of directors or a govern-ing body of the college from the administration or faculty of the institution. Therepresentatives of the colleges shall meet in annual session as the legislative body ofthe,assoelation. The legislative body shall ti' designated as the association acting inits parliamentary function. The representative of a given institution shall not be ad-mitted to participation in the annual meeting of representatives until all dues shall bepaid by the institution.
Sec. 2. Associate members.Any individual engaged in or interested in educationmay become an associate member upon the payment of annnual fee of $5. As-sociate members may exercise all of the rights and privileges of the representativesof active members except voting.

ARTICLE IV.OFFICERS AND COMMITTEES.

Simms 1.Officers..The officers of this assorearion shilll be a president, a seniorvice president. a vice president from each State represented, and a secretary-treasurer.
Rae. 2. Committees. There shall he the foilioving standing committees: (1) Execu-tive committee. (2) publicity committee, (3) finance committee, (4) credentials 'com-mittee. Si( standards.committee, and (6) curriculum committee.

.

The executive committee shall consist of the president and six other members. Thereshall he the following temporary committees: (1) Nominating committee, (2) auditingcommittee. and (3) resolutions committee.
The association shall have power to create additional standing committees and tem-porary committees as it may deem advisable.

ARTICLE V.ELECTION OP OFFICERS AND EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Bervios 1,. The president, secretary-treasurer and the executive committee of thisassociation sbitil°be elected by ballot at the regular annual meeting following the reportof the nominating committee. Nominations in addition to those made by the nominatingcommittee may be made from the floor of the house.
All officers elected at a given annual meeting shall serve for one year. At thebeginning of the closing session of the annual meeting following, the president andofficers for the succeeding year shall be installed.
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.Sac. 2. The president. shall be,, ex officio. member and chairman of the executive
committee during his term of office. At the meeting of the representatives in February,
1921,-two members of the executive committee shall be selected by lot to serve for one
year two for 2 years, and two for 3 years. Thereafter two members of the executive
committee Mall be elected annually at the regular meeting of the association to serve
for a period of three years. The president shall not be eligible to serve more than two
years in-succession.

ARTICLE VI.DUTIES OF OFFICERS.
SscTioN I. The officers of this association shall perform the duties which customarily

pertain to their respective offices and such other duties as may be required of them by
the association.

Om 2. It shall be the duty of the president to appoint all committees other than
the executive committee and, acting in cooperation with the executive committee; to
prepare in tentative form the program for the annual meeting and to submit a copy
of the same to the secretary-treasurer -cnd to the publicity committee 90 days prior
to the date of the annual meeting. He shall submit the program in tinal form to the
secretary-treasuree and to the publicity committee 80 days prior to the annual meeting.
He shall appoint the credentials committee 09 days prior to the date of the annum.
meeting. The president shall also serve as the point of contact between this Rawb
ation and other educational bodies (assOciationa, colleges, universities, etc.) and at
his discretion shall call to his aid any officer or committee whose service. In his
judgment, will advance the interests of this association.

Sac. 3. The secretary - treasurer shall perform the work commonly required of a
recording aecretary and such other 'secretarial duties as may be demanded by his
position as secretary-treasurer. lie shall be a member of 'the standing finance committee
He shall receive and receipt for all income of every nature and kind. He shall furnish
bond in such amount as may be decided upon by the executive committee for the safe
keeping of the funds of the association. The premium on this bond shall he paid out of
the funds of the association.

The secretary-treasurer, on receipt of the tentative program froth the president
shall publish the same in sufficient quantities to furnish each member school and Path
person whose name appears on the program with copies; upon receipt of the program
in final form he e'hali publish the same in sufficient quantities to serve the uueds of
the association.

ARTICLE VII.--THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE ASSOCIAtION,
SxerioN, 1. The representatives of the various' colleges forming the association shall

constitute the legislative body of the association. Sit shall have power, to transact
all regular parliamentary business, to enact legislation relating to the work of the asso-
ciation, and to make general regulations governing the work of all committees. It shall
call ter, discuss, and pass upon the reports of any and all committees, standing and
temporary.

The procedure of the annual meeting shall follow the order of business as provided
for in the by-laws.

.
-

Sac. 2. Representatives shall not be entitled to seats in the association. meeting
as a legislative body, until credentials in the form of certificates of election by the
governing boards of the institutions coney/tied shall be approved by the cermaittee on
credentials.

Any appeal from the decision of the committee on credentials must be faker to the
flour of the association and acted upon by the committee of the whole. The action
of. the committee of the whole shall be final. -

Sac. 3. The representatives present from the institutions whose dues are,paid in full
to date shall constitute a quorum. The association can not organize for work in its
parliamentary form until the committee ott credentials shall report.

ARTICLE VIII.---A NI EN DM ENTS.

This constitution May he amended at any regular meeting by a two .lbirds vote of
the representatives present and voting, provided the proposed ehange has been sub-
mitted in writing to the secretary-treasurer and by him submitted to all members of
the association in printed or typewritten form 60 days prior to the day of the annual
meeting.

BY-LAWS.

Siscrios 1. The proceedings of this association shall be governed by Roberts' Rules
of Order.

Sac. 2. The nominating committee shall nominate the president, senior vice -president,
secretary-treasurer, and the executive committee, and recommend the time Mel place
for the next annual meeting.
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The representatives present from each State, shall nominate a vice president to serve
from emit State.

As far as possible the members of committees shall be distributed among the severalStates so that not more than two meter's shall reside in the Name State.
Sec. 3. Mich paper read before the association shall be furnished the secretary fur

filing; or for publication as the publicity committee may decide.
Sac. 4. The executive committee shall have power to fill all vacancies occurring after

the annual meeting; such appointees shall hold office until their successors are elected
anti Installed at the next annual meeting following.

Sac. 5. The finance' committee shall present to the association, at the regular annual
meeting, a proposed budget for the coming year. They shall execute all contracts,
authorize all expenditures and make all appropriations. They shall have control of thepermanent funds at the association and direct the investment of the same. They
shall make to the association an itemised annual report in two parts: (1) Thtcurrent
budget, showing the receipts and disbursements of the current year; (2) the permanetxt...e
funds, showing the full and complete status of the invested funds.

Sac. 4. The publicity committee, immediately following the February, 1921, meeting,
shall make necessary arrangements for the publication and distribution of the pro-ceedings of the association.

Sac. 7. The auditing committee shall audit the accounts of the finance committee
as presented by the secretary-treasurer at the annual meeting and make the customaryreport to the association.

Sac.8. The annual membership fee shall be $10 (ten dollars).
Sac. 9.. These by-laws may be amended at any regular meeting of the association 'by

a majority vote of the members present and voting, provided the proposed change
is submitted in writing to the association on the day preceding the day on which thevote Is to be taken. At the time the proposed chabge is submitted to the association,the ,president must state to the association the hour on the day following when the
proposed amendment will be taken up for consideration.
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